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RESOLVENT AT LOW ENERGY AND RIESZ
TRANSFORM FOR SCHRÖDINGER OPERATORS ON

ASYMPTOTICALLY CONIC MANIFOLDS. II

by Colin GUILLARMOU & Andrew HASSELL

Abstract. — Let M◦ be a complete noncompact manifold of dimension at least
3 and g an asymptotically conic metric on M◦, in the sense that M◦ compactifies
to a manifold with boundary M so that g becomes a scattering metric on M .
We study the resolvent kernel (P + k2)−1 and Riesz transform T of the operator
P = ∆g + V , where ∆g is the positive Laplacian associated to g and V is a real
potential function smooth on M and vanishing at the boundary.

In our first paper we assumed that P has neither zero modes nor a zero-resonance
and showed (i) that the resolvent kernel is polyhomogeneous conormal on a blown
up version of M2 × [0, k0], and (ii) T is bounded on Lp(M◦) for 1 < p < n, which
range is sharp unless V ≡ 0 and M◦ has only one end.

In the present paper, we perform a similar analysis allowing zero modes and zero-
resonances. We show once again that (unless n = 4 and there is a zero-resonance)
the resolvent kernel is polyhomogeneous on the same space, and we find the precise
range of p (generically n/(n − 2) < p < n/3) for which T is bounded on Lp(M)
when zero modes are present.

Résumé. — Soit M◦ une variété complète de dimension n > 3 et g une métrique
asymptotiquement conique sur M◦, au sens où M◦ se compactifie en une variété
à bord M telle que g soit une métrique de type “scattering” sur M . On étudie
le noyau intégral de la résolvante (P + k2)−1 et la transformée de Riesz T de
l’opérateur P = ∆g +V , où ∆g est le laplacien positif associé à g et V un potentiel
réel, lisse sur M et s’annulant au bord.

Dans le premier article nous avons supposé que 0 n’est ni résonance ni valeur
propre pour P et montré (i) que le noyau de la résolvante est conormal polyhomo-
gène sur une version éclatée de M2 × [0, k0], et (ii) que T est borné sur Lp(M◦)
pour 1 < p < n, ce qui optimal sauf si V ≡ 0 ou bien M◦ a seulement un bout.

Dans le présent article, on effectue une analyse similaire tout en autorisant les
cas où 0 est résonance ou valeur propre. On montre là encore (sauf si n = 4 et 0
est résonance) que le noyau de la résolvante est polyhomogène sur le même espace,
et on donne l’intervalle de p (génériquement n/(n − 2) < p < n/3) pour lequel T
est borné sur Lp(M) quand 0 est valeur propre.

Keywords: Asymptotically conic manifold, scattering metric, resolvent kernel, low energy
asymptotics, Riesz transform, zero-resonance.
Math. classification: 58J50, 42B20, 35J10.
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1. Introduction

This is the second in a series of papers on the analysis of low energy
asymptotics of the resolvent for Laplace-type operators on asymptotically
conic spaces. Our setting is a complete noncompact Riemannian manifold
(M◦, g) which is asymptotically conic in the sense that M◦ is the interior of
a manifold with boundary M such that in a collar neighbourhood [0, ε)x ×
∂M near ∂M ,

(1.1) g =
dx2

x4
+
h(x)
x2

where x is a smooth function that defines the boundary ∂M (i.e. ∂M =
{x = 0} and dx does not vanish on ∂M) and h(x) is a smooth family of
metrics on ∂M . We let V be a real potential such that there exists an
integer l > 3 with

(1.2) V ∈ C∞(M), V = O(xl) as x→ 0,

and consider the Schrödinger operator

P = ∆g + V

where ∆g is the positive Laplacian with respect to g. Our main interest
is the behaviour of the resolvent kernel (P + k2)−1 as k ↓ 0, and related
operators such as the Riesz transform and the heat kernel of P .

The operator P is self-adjoint on L2(M,dg) and its spectrum is σ(P ) =
[0,∞) ∪ σpp(P ) where σpp(P ) = {−k2

1 > · · · > −k2
N} is a set of nega-

tive eigenvalues (by convention ki > 0). The point 0 can also be an L2-
eigenvalue, but the positive spectrum is absolutely continuous.

The resolvent R(k) = (P + k2)−1 is well defined as a bounded operator
on L2(M,dg) for k ∈ (0, k1) but fails to be bounded or defined at k = 0. In
the first paper in this series, [5], which we refer to as Part I, we assumed
that n > 3, that l = 3 in (1.2) and that P had neither zero modes (i.e.
0 is not an L2 eigenvalue of P ) nor a zero-resonance and showed that for
small k0 < k1, the distributional kernel of R(k) is well-behaved on a cer-
tain manifold with corners, denoted M2

k,sc, that is a blown-up version of
X = [0, k0]k ×M ×M . This space, illustrated in Figure 2.1, is a compact
manifold with corners up to codimension 3, and has 8 boundary hyper-
surfaces. Each boundary hypersurface can be considered an ‘asymptotic
regime’; for example, one asymptotic regime is when k goes to zero and
simultaneously the left variable z, z ∈ M , tends to infinity (i.e. x(z) → 0)
while z′ is held fixed, and this corresponds to the boundary hypersurface
lb0 in the figure. This face lb0 may be considered as a bundle of directions of
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convergence in the corner {x = 0, k = 0}, the fibers of which are identified
with [−1, 1]τ where τ := (x− k)/(x+ k), the basis being the corner.

Using this space we defined a calculus of pseudodifferential operators,
denoted Ψm,(abf0 ,azf,asc);E

k (M ; Ω̃1/2
b ) which are polyhomogeneous conormal

both at the diagonal submanifold and at each boundary hypersurface of
M2

k,sc. The index m denotes the conormal order at the diagonal (that is, the
order as a pseudodifferential operator), while (abf0 , azf, asc) and E specify
the type of polyhomogeneous expansion allowed at the various boundary
hypersurfaces of M2

k,sc; see Section 2.3 of Part I. The first main result of
Part I was that the resolvent kernel lies in this calculus of operators; in this
sense we found the complete asymptotic expansion of the resolvent kernel,
in every asymptotic regime, as k → 0. We also computed the leading order
behaviour of the resolvent at each boundary hypersurface.

This precise analysis of the resolvent at low energy allowed us to deter-
mine the exact range of p for which the Riesz transform of P is bounded
on Lp. If P is nonnegative, then the Riesz transform T is defined by
T = dP−1/2; in general, to make sense of this, one needs to project off
the nonpositive part of the spectrum (i.e. that corresponding to eigenval-
ues) before taking the −1/2 power of P . In Part I, we showed

Theorem 1.1. — Let n > 3, and let P = ∆g be the Laplacian on an
asymptotically conic manifold (M, g). First we assume that M has one
end. Let ∆∂M be the Laplacian on the boundary of M for the metric
h(0) given by (1.1), let λ1 be its first non-zero eigenvalue, and let ν1 =√

((n− 2)/2)2 + λ1. If ν1 < n/2, then the Riesz transform T satisfies

T ∈ L(Lp(M), Lp(M ;T ∗M)) ⇐⇒ 1 < p < n
(n

2
− ν1

)−1

while if ν1 > n/2, then

T ∈ L(Lp(M), Lp(M ;T ∗M)), for all 1 < p <∞.

Next let P = ∆g + V with V as above, and suppose that either M has
more than one end, or that V is not identically zero. In either case we
assume that P has no zero modes or zero-resonances. Then

T ∈ L(Lp(M), Lp(M ;T ∗M)) ⇐⇒ 1 < p < n.

In this second paper, we allow P to have zero modes or zero-resonances.
Here a zero mode is an eigenvector ψ ∈ L2(M) such that Pψ = 0, and a
zero-resonance is an function ψ /∈ L2(M) with Pψ = 0, with ψ tending to
zero at infinity; zero-resonances can only occur in dimensions 3 and 4. We
carry out a similar parametrix construction for the resolvent as in Part I

TOME 59 (2009), FASCICULE 4
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[5], but with additional complications. The main problem is that the lead-
ing terms in the parametrix are more singular than they were when no zero
modes are present: for example, the leading term is at order −2 instead
of 0 at zf, and may be at order n/2 − 4 instead of n/2 − 2 at rb0. This
means we must define several ‘models’ (i.e. terms in the Taylor series) at
each boundary hypersurface, rather than just one, and this in turn means
the compatibility conditions between models on adjacent boundary hyper-
surfaces are much more involved. Nevertheless, we carry out the program
and show that the resolvent lies in our calculus of operators, except in ex-
ceptional cases. The result depends on the nature of the L2 kernel of P .
Define

(1.3) m′ = min(2,m), m = sup{a > 0 | kerP ⊂ xn−2+aL∞(M)}.

We show

Theorem 1.2. — Let (M, g) be asymptotically conic of dimension n >
3. Let P = ∆g + V as above and assume that P has nontrivial L2 kernel.
Also, if n = 3, 4 or 5 we assume that

(1.4) P has no zero-resonance, and m′ > (5− n)/2 if n = 3, 4, 5.

Then R(k) = (P + k2)−1 ∈ Ψ−2;(−2,0,0),R
k (M ; Ω̃1/2

b ) is in the calculus and
has leading behaviour at order −2 at zf, −2 at bf0, n/2− 4+m′ at lb0 and
rb0, 0 at sc and is rapidly vanishing at lb, rb,bf.

This is a simplified version of Theorem 4.1 which contains additional
information. In the asymptotically Euclidean, rather than conic, setting
the corresponding result is presented in Theorem 3.4.

The complete analysis in dimensions 3 and 4 is more involved because
of the possibility of resonant states and due to the relatively slow decrease
at infinity of zero modes. We have not attempted a complete treatment
of all cases, but deal fully with the asymptotically Euclidean case in di-
mension 3 in Section 5, which allows a direct comparison with the work of
Jensen-Kato [7]. We also show polyhomogeneity in this case; see Theorem
5.2. The asymptotically conic case in dimension 3 is sketched in Section 6
assuming that there is either a unique resonant state or a unique zero mode
with rather weak decrease at infinity. This assumption is made to avoid ex-
cessive technicalities and suffices to show a variety of possible asymptotic
behaviours of the resolvent as k → 0, depending on the rate of decrease
of the resonant state (resp. zero mode) at infinity. It turns out that in di-
mension 3, when there is a resonant state ψ ∈ x3/2L∞(M)\x3/2+εL∞(M),
thus failing only logarithmically to be a zero mode, the resolvent is no
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longer polyhomogeneous on M2
k,sc. Actually we do not give details in this

case since the same phenomenon appears in the dimension 4 asymptotically
Euclidean case for a resonant state decreasing like x2 (i.e. r−2) at infinity,
and we have thus chosen to explain this phenomenon in that more familiar
geometric setting — see Theorem 7.2. It leads to the surprising (although
known since at least Murata’s work [11]) result that the generalized projec-
tion onto the resonance occurs at order k−2(log k)−1. The reciprocal of the
logarithm shows that the resolvent is not polyhomogeneous in this case;
rather it has the form of k−2 times a convergent power series expansion in
1/ log k as k → 0.

It is worthwhile to emphasize that the analysis of the expansion at k = 0
of the resolvent for perturbations of conic manifolds has been worked out
by X-P. Wang [12], but our result is stronger in the sense that we study
the Schwartz kernel at all asymptotic regimes and not only at k = 0 with
z, z′ ∈ M◦ fixed. In particular our result about the resolvent allows us to
obtain precise estimates on the heat kernel as t→∞ (as shown for instance
in [4]) and Riesz transform analysis.

We now turn to a generalization of the Riesz transform results to this
setting. Let Π> denote the spectral projection for the operator P onto
the positive spectrum (0,∞), and P> = P ◦ Π>. The operator P−1/2

> is
obtained from the resolvent using the formula

(1.5) P
− 1

2
> =

2
π

∫ ∞

0

(P + k2)−1 ◦Π> dk.

If P has zero modes, then there will be a term k−2Π0 present in the re-
solvent, which obviously makes the integral diverge. However, composing
with Π> kills the k−2 singular term and then there is a chance that the
integral becomes convergent, allowing the Riesz transform to be defined in
this setting too. It turns out that this happens in dimensions n > 6, but
not necessarily in lower dimensions where terms of order k−α with α > 1
may appear in the expansion of R(k) at k = 0. In the present paper, we
find the optimal range of p for which the Riesz transform is bounded on
Lp; this range depends on n and the nature of the null space through the
number m′ defined in (1.3). There is a large literature about this question
for the Laplacian on manifolds (i.e. when V = 0) and a few results for the
case V > 0; we refer the reader to the Introduction of Part I [5] for a few
references and known results.

Since we need to compute explicitly the leading asymptotic coefficient of
the Schwartz kernel of the resolvent R(k; z, z′) as z′ → 0 to analyze Riesz
transform, we will make an additional assumption which is not serious but
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more a technical device to keep the paper of a reasonable clarity: we shall
suppose that

(1.6) h(x)− h(0) = O(x3), V = O(x5) as x→ 0.

Theorem 1.3. — Let (M, g) be an asymptotically conic manifold of
dimension n > 3 and V be a potential satisfying (1.6). With P := ∆g +V ,
assume that kerL2 P 6= 0 and (1.4), where m′ be defined by (1.3). Then

T ∈ L(Lp(M), Lp(M ;T ∗M)) ⇐⇒ n

n− 2 +m′ < p <
n

3−m′ .

Remark 1.4. — In dimension 3 and when 1 < m 6 3/2, we see that T
is bounded in the range (3/(1 +m), 3/(3−m)) ⊂ (1, 2) and when m→ 1,
this interval reduces to p = 3/2. It is perhaps surprising that these intervals
do not contain the point p = 2. To illustrate this, in Section 5.9 we prove
directly (without using resolvent) that, in this case, there is a sequence
fR ∈ Π>(L2(M)) such that ||dfR||2 > α(R)〈PfR, fR〉 with α(R) → ∞
when R → ∞. The condition m 6 1 also corresponds to the case where
R(k)Π> becomes non-integrable at k = 0 since its expansion at k = 0
contains powers of order lower or equal to −1. In dimension 4 (resp. 5),
the same phenomenon holds when 1/2 < m < 1 (resp. m = 0), then the
limit as m→ 1/2 (resp. m→ 0) of the interval of boundedness reduces to
p = 8/5 (resp. 5/3).

Remark 1.5. — These cases might be considered somewhat artificial,
geometrically speaking, since the resonances or eigenvalues come from the
potential perturbation V . However, it is very likely that a similar phenom-
enon occurs for the Laplacian acting on forms on asymptotically conic and
Euclidean manifolds, due to L2 harmonic forms and zero-resonance forms
[3]. We plan to analyze this in a future publication.

2. The blown-up space M2
k,sc and the calculus

Ψm,E
k (M ; Ω̃1/2

b ).

2.1. The space M2
k,sc

The resolvent kernel (P + k2)−1 is a distribution on the space M◦ ×
M◦ × (0, k0]. We work on a compactification of this space tailored to the
geometric and analytical properties of the operator P + k2. We begin with
the obvious compactification M ×M × [0, k0] and perform several blowups.
The reason for the blowups can be explained in terms of the off-diagonal
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behaviour of the resolvent kernel. Roughly speaking at energy −k2, the
resolvent kernel should have exponential decay at the scale k−1 away from
the diagonal. Thus for fixed k > 0 the kernel is essentially supported close
to the diagonal, but for k = 0 we get only weak (polynomial) decay. To
effectively decouple these two effects we blow up boundary submanifolds of
M2 × [0, k0] which separates the exponential behaviour for k > 0 from the
polynomial behaviour at k = 0. Let us denote the boundary hypersurfaces
of this space zf = M2 × {0}, rb = M × ∂M × [0, k0], and lb = ∂M ×M ×
[0, k0]. Then we blow up the submanifold (∂M)2×{0}, followed by the lift
to this space of (∂M)2× [0, k0], M×∂M×{0}, ∂M×M×{0}, to produce a
space we call M2

k,b. The new boundary hypersurfaces so created are denoted
bf0, bf, rb0 and lb0, respectively. Finally we blow up the boundary of the
diagonal intersected with bf to create a new boundary hypersurface sc, to
produce the final space M2

k,sc. See Figure 2.1. The rigorous description of
this space is done in Subsection 2.2 of Part I [5].

sc

lb

rb

bf0
zf

rb0

lb0

bf

Figure 2.1. The blow-up manifold M2
k,sc.
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This space has eight boundary hypersurfaces, and each one can be
thought of as a geometric realization of a distinct ‘asymptotic regime’.
Let us denote points in the left copy of M by z and points in the right copy
of M by z′. For z in a collar neighbourhood of ∂M we write z = (x, y) with
y a local coordinate on ∂M . Then if k tends to 0 with z, z′ fixed we arrive
at zf. If k → 0 and z, z′ both tend to infinity with k/x and k/x′ tending to
limiting values, then we arrive at bf0. If k > 0 is fixed and z, z′ both tend
to infinity with y tending to a limit and the distance d(z, z′) fixed then we
arrive at sc, and so on.

To construct an accurate parametrix for the resolvent, we need to solve
the PDE (P + k2)G = δ where δ, the kernel of the identity function, is a
delta function supported on the diagonal submanifold. Thus the construc-
tion ‘begins’ by specifying the correct conormal singularity at the diagonal,
together with the correct model operators on each of the boundary hyper-
surfaces that intersects the diagonal, namely sc, zf and bf0. Let us consider
the model problem at zf, that is at k = 0 and for z, z′ ∈M◦, in more detail.

We define the metric gb by gb = x2g; it is then an exact b-metric in the
sense of Melrose [10], that is an asymptotically cylindrical metric on M .
We now define the operator Pb by

P = x
n
2 +1 Pb x

−n
2 +1.

Since P is formally self-adjoint with respect to g, Pb is formally self-adjoint
with respect to gb. Actually, we prefer to think about the relation between P
and Pb differently. If we regard the derivatives comprising Pb as annihilating
the b-half-density |dgb|1/2 (the Riemannian half-density corresponding to
the metric gb), and the derivatives comprising P as annihilating the half-
density |dg|1/2, then this effectively implements the conjugation by xn/2 in
the formula above and the relation becomes

(2.1) P = xPb x.

Explicitly, the formula for Pb is

(2.2) Pb := −(x∂x)2 +
(n− 2

2

)2

+ ∆∂M +W,

with W ∈ xDiffb(M) a lower-order term at x = 0 (here Diffb means the
set of differential operators which are smooth combinations of vector fields
tangent to ∂M , see Part I [5]). We see directly from this that Pb is elliptic as
an b-differential operator. The kernel of its inverse therefore lives naturally
on the space M2

b = [M2; (∂M)2], i.e. M2 with the corner blown up [10].
The face zf is canonically diffeomorphic to M2

b , and the leading model for

ANNALES DE L’INSTITUT FOURIER
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(P + k2)−1 (at least in the absense of zero-modes and zero-resonances) is
the inverse of Pb (up to powers of x).

We need to recall some of the main results of the b-calculus from [10].
For more details, and definitions of index sets, etc, see Part I [5], section 2;
here we just quote the three main theorems needed in this paper:

First, we denote L2
b(M) := L2(M ; Ω

1
2
b ) the square integrable (b-)half-

densities; here Ωb is a canonical smooth bundle overM of 1-densities defined
in Subsection 2.2.2 of Part I [5] and trivialized by |dgb|. The spaces Hj

b (M)
is the associated j-th Sobolev space, see Section 2.1 of Part I.

Let λ0 = 0 < λ1 < λ2 . . . be the spectrum of the Laplacian on (∂M, h0),
without counting multiplicity. We then define

(2.3) N∂ :=
{
ν0, ν1, · · · | νi =

√
(
n

2
− 1)2 + λi

}
.

In general we shall not assume that ∂M is connected except in a few partic-
ular cases for simplicity of exposition (in which case it will be emphasized).
In the case of the canonical sphere (∂M = Sn−1, h0 = dθ2) (i.e. for the
Euclidean setting) we have

N∂ =
{n

2
− 1 + l; l ∈ N0

}
.

We shall also use the notations
Eνi := ker(∆∂M − λi) for the conic case ,

Ei := ker(∆Sn−1 − i(i+ n− 2)) for the Euclidean case.

Theorem 2.1 (Melrose’s Relative Index Theorem, [10]). — The opera-
tor Pb is Fredholm as a map from xαHj

b (M) to xαHj−2
b (M) for all j > 2 and

all α 6= ±νl, l = 0, 1, 2, . . . . The index of Pb is equal to 0 for |α| < (n/2−1)
and the index jumps by dl, the multiplicity of the ν2

l -eigenspace Eνl
of

∆∂M + (n/2− 1)2, as α crosses the value ±νl (with α decreasing).

Theorem 2.2 (Regularity of solutions to Pbu = f). — Suppose that f is
polyhomogeneous on M with respect to the index set E, that u ∈ xαL2

b(M),
and that Pbu = f . Let S be the set

S = {±νl | l = 0, 1, 2, . . .}

and for b ∈ R let µ(b, j) = ]{b + k; k = 0, . . . j} ∩ S. Then u is polyhomo-
geneous with respect to the index set E∪F , where F is the index set{(

(±νl + j), k
)
| l ∈ N0, j ∈ N0, ±νl > α, 0 6 k 6 µ(±νl, j)− 1

}
.

Remark 2.3. — When (∂M, h0) = (Sn−1, dθ2), this reduces to{(
n/2 + l, k

)
| l ∈ Z, n/2 + l > α, 0 6 k 6 Nl − 1

}
.

TOME 59 (2009), FASCICULE 4
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where Nl is the number of elements of the form ±(n/2− 1 + j), j ∈ N0 in
the interval (α, n/2 + l] .

Recall from Section 2.1 of Part I [5] the definition of Gνl
⊂ E|νl|. It is a

finite dimensional subspace of C∞(∂M). Informally it is set of coefficients
of the leading asymptotic as x → 0 of all u ∈ nullP , u ∈ xνl−εL2(M) for
all ε > 0.

Proposition 2.4. — ([10], Chapter 6) The subspaces Gνl
and G−νl

of Eνl
are orthogonal complements with respect to the inner product on

(∂M, h0).

In order to simplify the exposition and avoid tedious computations, we
will make the assumption (1.6). This assumption implies that if u is solution
of Pbu = O(xν+2+ε) with asymptotic

u =
∑

νi∈N∂
ν6νi6ν+2

xνi(log x)kiuνi(y) +O(xν+2+ε)

for some ν ∈ N∂ , ε > 0, ki ∈ N0, uνi
∈ C∞(∂M), then ki = 0 and uνi

∈ Eνi

for any i such that νi 6 ν + 2. This is straightforward from the indicial
equation.

2.2. Operator calculus

The purpose of the space M2
k,sc is to carry the kernel of our parametrix

for the resolvent (P + k2)−1; eventually, we will see that the resolvent ker-
nel itself is nice on this space. We define a ‘calculus’ of pseudodifferential
operators, denoted Ψm,E

k (M ; Ω̃1/2
b ), defined by their kernels which are half-

densities on M2
k,sc. They can be realized as operators on half-densities on

M◦ depending parametrically on k. The space Ψm,E
k (M ; Ω̃1/2

b ) depends on
a pseudodifferential order m, controlling the diagonal singularity, and an
index family E, i.e an index set for each of the boundary hypersurfaces
zf,bf0, sc, lb0, rb0, specifying the allowed terms in the polyhomogeneous
expansion of the kernel at each of these faces (at the remaining boundary
hypersurfaces, i.e. lb, rb,bf, the kernels are required to be rapidly decreas-
ing). See Definition 2.8 in Part I [5] for the precise definition.

The most important properties of this calculus are
• There is a composition law: given index families A and B as above,

there is an index family C given in Part I [5, Prop 2.10] such that

Ψm,A
k (M ; Ω̃1/2

b ) ◦Ψm′,B
k (M ; Ω̃1/2

b ) ⊂ Ψm+m′,C
k (M ; Ω̃1/2

b ).
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• If E ∈ Ψm,E
k (M ; Ω̃1/2

b ) is in the calculus, with m < 0 and with
Ef > 0 for f = zf,bf0, sc, lb0, rb0, then for large enough N , EN is
Hilbert-Schmidt with ‖EN (k)‖HS → 0 as k → 0. In particular, the
operator Id−EN (k) is invertible for N large enough and k small
enough, and the Neumann series Id+E(k) + E(k)2 + . . . for the
inverse converges in operator norm and in Hilbert-Schmidt norm.

• If the index family A is nonnegative, then the restriction of A ∈
Ψm,A

k (M ; Ω̃1/2
b ) to any of the faces zf,bf0, sc is well-defined, de-

noted If(A), f = zf,bf0, sc, and called the normal operator at f. The
kernel Izf(A) is a b-pseudodifferential operator of order m, the ker-
nel Ibf0(A) is a pseudodifferential operator acting on half-densities
on ∂M × (0,∞) and the kernel Isc(A) is a family, parametrized by
∂M × (0, k0], of convolution pseudodifferential operators acting on
half-densities on Rn. The normal operators respect composition:

If(A) ◦ If(B) = If(A ◦B)

provided that

Arb0 + Blb0 > 0 and Alb0 + Brb0 > 0.

See Part I, Section 2 for more details.

3. Resolvent kernel for asymptotically Euclidean manifolds

In this section, we assume that n > 3, that M is asymptotically Eu-
clidean, that P has no zero-resonance, and that m > 2 if n = 3 (see (1.3)).
We apply the same method as the case of section 3 of Part I, but with
additional difficulties due to zero modes. We recall that our operators act
on half-densities. This means that the space L2(M ; Ω1/2) = L2(M ; Ω1/2

b )
has invariant meaning (independent of a choice of metric).

Our strategy is the same as in Part I. That is, we construct a parametrix
G(k) in our calculus, i.e. we want to find G(k) ∈ Ψ−2;(−2,0,0),G

k (M, Ω̃1/2
b )

that solves
(P + k2)G(k) = Id +E(k)

with E(k) ‘small’ as k → 0. As an element of the calculus, G(k) has a Taylor
series at each boundary hypersurface of M2

k,sc. We use k as a boundary
defining function for the interior of zf,bf0, lb0, rb0 and coordinates (z, z′)
on zf, (κ, κ′, y, y′) for bf0, (z, y′, κ′) for rb0 and (z′, y, κ) for lb0. Here, on
the left M factor of M2, z ∈ M is written z = (x, y) close to ∂M , where
y is a coordinate on ∂M , and κ = k/x; while primes indicate the same
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coordinates on the right factor. Using these coordinates we can write the
Taylor series at the face f, for f = zf,bf0, rb0, lb0 in the form∑

j>j0

Gj
f

and this defines the coefficents Gj
f uniquely. We call Gj

f the ‘model’ at order
j at the face f. Let us remark that, at the other boundary hypersurfaces
of M2

k,sc, elements of the calculus have trivial expansions (i.e. are rapidly
decreasing) at bf, lb, rb while at sc we only need to consider the leading
term (normal operator) which is well-defined independent of the choice of
coordinates.

We specify G(k) by giving a finite number of models at each boundary
hypersurface, together with the singularity at the diagonal, and checking
compatibility of the models at adjacent faces. The parametrix can then
be taken to be any element of the calculus consistent with the specified
models.

3.1. Term at sc and bf0 and the singularity at the diagonal

The terms G0
sc, G−2

bf0 and the diagonal singularity are defined exactly as
in Part I: G0

sc is defined to be the inverse of (P + k2)0sc and the diagonal
singularity is defined to be the symbolic inverse of σ(P + k2). As for G−2

bf0 ,
we recall that, in terms of coordinates κ = k/x, κ′ = k/x′, y, y′, k valid near
the interior of bf0, the operator P + k2 reads

(3.1) P +k2 = k2κ−
n
2−1
(
− (κ∂κ)2 +∆Sn−1 +(n−2)2/4+κ2 +W

)
κ

n
2−1.

with respect to the flat connection on half-densities annihilating |dg|1/2.
Here W = O(x) (see (2.2)). In terms of the b-flat connection annihilating
the b-half-density |dgb|1/2, our operator is to leading order at bf0

(3.2) κ−1
(
− (κ∂κ)2 + ∆Sn−1 + (n− 2)2/4 + κ2

)
κ−1 := κ−1Pbf0κ

−1.

The operator Pbf0 acting on the left on M0 × M0 on b-half-densities
f(κ, y)|κ−1dκdy| 12 has an inverse Qbf0 in terms of eigenspaces on Sn:

Qbf0 :=
∞∑

j=0

ΠEj

(
Ij+ n

2−1(κ)Kj+ n
2−1(κ′)H(κ′ − κ)

+ Ij+ n
2−1(κ′)Kj+ n

2−1(κ)H(κ− κ′)
) ∣∣∣∣dκdydκ′dy′κκ′

∣∣∣∣ 12

(3.3)
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where here and below, ΠEj = ΠEj (y, y
′) means the Schwartz kernel of the

orthogonal projection on Ej ⊂ L2(Sn−1), and Iν(z),Kν(z) are the modified
Bessel functions (see [1]). We set

(3.4) G−2
bf0 = (κκ′)Qbf0 .

The consistency of these models follows exactly as in Part I [5], Subsec-
tion 3.5.

3.2. Terms at zf

As in Part I, the theory of b-elliptic operators given by Melrose [10, Sec.
5.26] shows that there is a generalized inverse Qb, a b-pseudo of order −2
for the operator Pb on L2

b , such that

PbQb = QbPb = Id−
N∑

j=0

ϕj ⊗ ϕj .

where (ϕj)j is a basis of L2 real orthonormalized (half-density) eigenfunc-
tions of Pb with eigenvalue 0. The normal operator Iff(Qb) on the front-face
ff := zf ∩ bf0 of zf is exactly as in Part I, namely the inverse of the normal
operator Iff(Pb) = (sDs)2 + (n/2− 1)2 + ∆Sn−1 , given explicitly by

(3.5)
∞∑

j=0

ΠEj

e−(j+ n
2−1)| log s|

2j + n− 2

∣∣∣∣dydy′dxdx′xx′

∣∣∣∣ 12
where s := x/x′ is a global coordinate on the interior of ff, identified with
(0,∞)s × Sn−1 × Sn−1. The ϕj are smooth in M and, by Theorem 2.2,
have a polyhomogeneous expansion at the boundary ∂M of the form

(3.6) ϕj ∼
(
x

n
2−1

∞∑
l=0

l∑
k=0

aj
lk(y)xl logk(x)

)
⊗ |dgb|1/2, x→ 0.

The logarithmic terms in (3.6) complicate the parametrix construction (al-
though not in an essential way). In order to present the construction as
smoothly as possible we assume (1.6) to avoid logarithmic terms coming too
early in the expansion. (See Remark 3.6 for what happens if we do not make
this assumption.) With this assumption, W in (3.1) is O(x3) and we have

(3.7)
ϕj(x, y) =

(
m+2∑
l=m

aj
l0(y)x

n
2−1+l +O(x

n
2 +m+2 log x)

)
⊗ |dgb|

1
2

and aj
l0 ∈ El = ker(∆Sn−1 − l(n− 2 + l)), l = m,m+ 1,m+ 2.

For what follows, we will write aj
l instead of aj

l0 to avoid too many sub-
scripts.
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Since P = xPbx (see (2.1)), we obtain

(3.8) P (x−1Qbx
−1) = Id−

N∑
j=0

xϕj ⊗ x−1ϕj .

We denote by (ψj)j=0,...N a basis of real orthonormalized eigenfunctions of
P for eigenvalue 0. Then we may write

(3.9) ψi =
N∑

j=0

αijx
−1ϕj

for some matrix (αij), whose inverse is denoted (αij). Decomposing in
L2(M),

xϕj = Πker P (xϕj) + (1−Πker P )(xϕj),

(3.10)

Πker P (xϕj) :=
N∑

k=0

(∫
M

xϕjψk

)
ψk =

N∑
l,k=0

αkl

(∫
M

ϕjϕl

)
ψk =

N∑
k=0

αkjψk.

Thus we deduce

(3.11)
N∑

j=0

(
Πker P (xϕj)

)
⊗ x−1ϕj =

N∑
j,k,l=0

αkjα
jlψk ⊗ ψl =

N∑
k=0

ψk ⊗ ψk.

Let us denote ψ⊥j := (1 − Πker P )(xϕj). Then x−1ψ⊥j ∈ x
n
2−3+m−εL2

b(M)
for all ε > 0. Thus, for n > 4 it is in x−

1
2−εL2

b(M) for ε > 0 (recall that
m > 1 if n = 4). By Theorem 2.1, Pb is Fredholm of index 0 on this space.
Therefore, x−1ψ⊥j is in Range(Pb) on x−

1
2−εL2

b if and only if it is orthogonal
to the null space of Pb on x

1
2+εL2(M). This is actually true since the null

space of Pb on x
1
2+εL2(M) is equal to the null space on L2(M) in view of

the expansions (3.6), and hence spanned by the ϕj . But x−1ϕj is a linear
combination of the ψk and hence x−1ϕj is orthogonal to ψ⊥k , or equivalently
ϕj is orthogonal to x−1ψ⊥k . If now n = 3 and m > 2, then x−1ψ⊥j ∈ L2

b(M)
so we can apply the same arguments in this space instead of x−

1
2−εL2

b .
This implies that there exists χj ∈ x−

1
2−εL2

b(M) (resp. in L2
b(M)) for

j = 0, . . . , N such that

(3.12) Pbχj = x−1ψ⊥j .

if n > 4 (resp. if n = 3 and m > 2). Assume now that n > 4 and m′ > 1
for n = 5. (The cases n = 3,m′ = 2 and n = 5,m′ = 0 will be discussed in
Sections 3.4 and 3.5 respectively; note that m′ > 1 automatically if n = 4.)
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We define our model operators at orders -2, -1, 0 and 1 at zf by

(3.13)

G−2
zf =

N∑
j=0

ψj ⊗ ψj

G−1
zf = 0

G0
zf = (xx′)−1

(
Qb +

N∑
j=0

(χj ⊗ ϕj + ϕj ⊗ χj)
)

G1
zf = 0

It is then not difficult to check that PG0
zf +G−2

zf = Id, which implies that
(P + k2)G(k)− Id vanishes to order k2 at zf for any parametrix G(k) with
this expansion at zf.

We need to check consistency of these models with G−2
bf0 . To do this we

need to show that the term of order ρ−l−2
zf in the Taylor series for G−2

bf0 at
bf0 ∩ zf agrees with the term of order ρ2+l

bf0 in the Taylor series for Gl
zf at

zf ∩ bf0, for −2 6 l 6 1, where ρbf0ρzf = k. For l = −2, we note that ϕj

vanishes to order n/2−1+m at x = 0 (as a multiple of |dgb|1/2), hence G−2
zf

vanishes to order 2(n/2−2+m) = n−4+2m at bf0. Since n−4+2m > 0
here, we see that the restriction of this to zf∩bf0 is zero. This matches the
restriction of G−2

bf0 to zf ∩ bf0 at zf ∩ bf0 since G−2
bf0 vanishes to order 2 at

zf∩bf0. From this we see that also G−2
bf0 and G−1

zf are compatible. Moreover,
for ν ∈ (0,∞) \ {1} we have
(3.14)

Iν(z) =
1

Γ(ν + 1)

(z
2

)ν
(

1 +
1

1 + ν

(z
2

)2

+O(z4)
)

Kν(z) =
Γ(ν)

2

(z
2

)−ν
(

1 +
Γ(−ν)
Γ(ν)

(z
2

)2ν

+
1

1− ν

(z
2

)2

+O(z4 log z)
)

as z → 0.

To simplify the notations, we define the following renormalized Bessel func-
tion:

(3.15) K̃ν(z) :=
Kν(z)

Γ(ν)2ν−1
, so that K̃ν(z) ∼z→0 z

−ν for Re(ν) > 0.

This implies that the next term in the Taylor series of G−2
bf0 is at order 2,

so that it is also compatible with G1
zf.

It remains to check compatibility of G−2
bf0 and G0

zf. We have already ob-
served that G−2

bf0 and (xx′)−1Qb are compatible. On the other hand, we
know that x−1ϕj vanishes to order n/2− 2 +m at x = 0 (as a multiple of
|dgb|1/2) and, by (3.19), x−1χ vanishes to order n/2−4+m at x = 0. So the
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rank one terms in the third line of (3.13) decay to order n−6+2m > −1 at
zf∩ bf0 and so restricts to zero there when multiplied by ρ2

bf0 . This verifies
compatibility of G−2

bf0 and G0
zf.

3.3. Terms at rb0 and lb0

Next we construct terms Gj
rb0

on rb0. We will need these for three values
of j, depending on m, namely j = n/2 − 4 + i for i = m′,m′ + 1,m′ + 2
where m′ = min(m, 2). The terms at lb0 will be determined from those at
rb0 by the condition that G(k) has a symmetric kernel. We note here that
in order to determine the resolvent kernel, it is not necessary to specify so
many models; for this we only need the models of negative order at rb0.
However, the three models are required to determine the leading behaviour
of the resolvent at rb0 and lb0 which is important for Riesz transform
applications.

We begin by determining the first few terms in the Taylor series of G−2
zf

and G0
zf at zf ∩ rb0. Let us begin with the kernel Qb. Localizing near rb,

the kernel of the identity vanishes identically and we have

PbQb = QbPb = −
N∑

j=0

ϕj ⊗ ϕj .

Using Theorem 2.2 and (1.6) we can write the following asymptotic for Qb

at rb:

(3.16) Qb =
2∑

i=0

i∑
k=0

vik(z, y′)x′
n
2−1+i logk(x′) +O(x′

n
2 +2 log(x′))

for some vik. By considering the operator operating on the right variable,
and using assumption (1.6), the logarithmic terms vik for k > 0 are absent
for i < m, while for i > m we have vik = 0 if k > 2 and vi1 is given by

vi1(z, y′) =
1

n− 2 + 2i

N∑
j=0

aj
i0(y

′)ϕj(z)

since
(
(x∂x)2 − (n/2 − 1 + i)2

)
x

n
2−1+i log(x) = (n − 2 + 2i)x

n
2−1+i. Now

consider Pb acting on the left variable. By matching the series (3.16) with
the expansion (3.5) at zf ∩ bf0 we see that for all i,

(3.17) vi0(x, y, y′) =
x−

n
2 +1−iΠEi(y, y

′)
(2i+ n− 2)

+O(x−
n
2 +2−i)
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and

(3.18) Pbvi0 = 0 for i < m, while Pbvi0 = −
∑

j

ϕj(z)a
j
i0(y

′) for i > m.

Moreover, according to the assumption (1.6), we have vi0(z, ·) ∈ Ei for
i 6 2. Like the aj

i terms, we will denote vi instead vi0 for simplicity of
notations, and we define vi := 0 for i < 0.

Next we consider the asymptotics of the rank one part of G0
zf. For this

we need the asymptotics of χj . The term x−1ψ⊥j = −
∑N

k=0 αkjx
−1ψk +ϕj

has the asymptotic

x−1ψ⊥j (y) = −
N∑

k,l=0

αkjαkl

m+2∑
i=m

al
i(y)x

n
2−3+i + aj

m(y)x
n
2−1+m +O(x

n
2 +m log x).

Theorem 2.2 implies that, after setting

bji (y) :=
N∑

k=0

N∑
l=0

αkjαkla
l
i(y),

we get the asymptotics

x−1χj =
m+2∑
i=m

( −bji (y)
2(n− 4 + 2i)

+ βj
i−2(y)

)
x

n
2−4+i − aj

m(y)x
n
2−2+m log x

n− 2 + 2m

+O(xn−1+m log2 x).

(3.19)

for some βj
i ∈ Ei such that βj

i = 0 if i < 0.
The leading behaviour of G−2

zf and G0
zf at rb0 is therefore

G−2
zf = x−1

m+2∑
i=m

N∑
j,k,l=0

aj
i (y

′)αkjαklϕl(z)x′
n
2−2+i +O(x′

n
2 +1+m log(x′))

= x−1
m+2∑
i=m

N∑
j=0

bji (y
′)ϕj(z)x′

n
2−2+i +O(x′

n
2 +1+m log(x′))

and

(3.20) G0
zf = x−1

N∑
j=0

(
m+2∑
i=m

( −bji (y′)
2(n− 4 + 2i)

+ βj
i−2(y

′)
)
x′

n
2−4+i

)
ϕj(z)+

+ x−1
2∑

i=0

vi(z, y′)x′
n
2−2+i + x−1

N∑
j=0

aj
m(y′)χj(z)x′

n
2−2+m+

+O(x′
n
2−1+m′

log2 x′)
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Note that the x′
n
2−2+m log x′ term from (xx′)−1Qb cancels that of

(xx′)−1
∑

j φj ⊗ χj . Thus, let us define for i = m′,m′ + 1 (recall that
K̃ν(z) is defined in (3.15))

G
n
2−4+i

rb0
:=κ′K̃n

2−3+i(κ′)x−1
( N∑

j=0

βj
i−2(y

′)ϕj(z) + vi−2(z, y′)
)

+ κ′K̃n
2−1+i(κ′)x−1

N∑
j=0

bji (y
′)ϕj(z).

(3.21)

Notice that P annihilates these models due to (3.18), since l 6 i−2 6 m−1
in the second term. If m = 0 or 1 we set

G
n
2−2+m

rb0
:= κ′K̃n

2 +1+m(κ′)x−1
N∑

j=0

bjm+2(y
′)ϕj(z)

+ κ′K̃n
2−1+m(κ′)x−1

(
vm(z, y′) +

N∑
j=0

βj
m(y′)ϕj(z) + aj

m(y′)χj(z)

)
.

Then using (3.18) and (3.12) we compute for m = 0, 1

PG
n
2−2+m

rb0
=κ′K̃n

2−1+m(κ′)x
(
Pbvm(z, y′) +

∑
j

Pbχj(z)aj
m(y′)

)
=κ′K̃n

2−1+m(κ′)
(
−
∑

j

aj
m(y′)xϕj(z)

+
∑

j

(
xϕj(z)−Πker P (xϕj(z))

)
aj

m(y′)
)

=− κ′K̃n
2−1+m(κ′)

∑
j

bjm(y′)x−1ϕj(z)

=−G
n
2−4+m

rb0
.

In this case the error term E(k) will have leading behaviour at rb0 no
worse than ρn−1+m

rb0
log(ρrb0) at rb0. When m > 2, we need to include an

additional term in G
n
2
rb0

to kill the

w(z) = w(z, y′) := v0(z, y′) +
N∑

j=0

βj
0(y

′)ϕj(z)

term coming from k2G
n
2−2

rb0
(note that this term is actually constant in y′

and that βj
0 = 0 if m > 2).
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Lemma 3.1. — There is a half-density ṽ(z) ∈ x−
n
2−1−εL2

b such that
Pbṽ(z) = x−2w(z), with the asymptotic expansion

(3.22) ṽ(z) =
x−

n
2−1

2n(n− 2)Vol(Sn−1)
+O(x−

n
2−2), x→ 0.

We postpone the proof of this lemma to section 3.7. Accepting this, we
set

G
n
2
rb0

:=κ′K̃n
2 +3(κ′)x−1

N∑
j=0

bj4(y
′)ϕj(z) + κ′K̃n

2−1(κ′)x′
n−2

x−1ṽ(z)

+ κ′K̃n
2 +1(κ′)x−1

(
v2(z, y′) +

N∑
j=0

βj
2(y

′)ϕj(z) + aj
2(y

′)χj(z)

)
.

and then again PG
n
2
rb0

= −G
n
2−2

rb0
, so the error term at rb0 has leading term

at order ρ
n
2 +1

rb0
log(ρrb0).

We next observe that the dependence ofG
n
2−4+i

rb0
(z, κ′, y′) on κ′ and y′, for

i = m′,m′+1 is always of the form κ′K̃n/2−1+j(κ′)bj(y′) where bj ∈ Ej . It
follows that P acting in the right variable kills these models, or equivalently
that PG

n
2−4+i

lb0
= 0 for i = m′,m′+1,m′+2. In addition, we automatically

gain two orders at the left boundary since P = xPbx and x = 0 at lb0.
Therefore the error term has leading order n/2+1+m′ at the left boundary.

Using the formulae in (3.14), one easily checks that G
n
2−4+i

rb0
matches

with Gj
zf for i = m′,m′ + 1,m′ + 2 and j ∈ {−2,−1, 0, 1} at zf ∩ rb0. The

G
n
2−4+i

rb0
also match with G−2

bf0 , using the asymptotics of vl0(z) and of Iν(κ).
Also note that when m′ = 2 the matching of G

n
2
rb0

and G−2
bf0 involves the

subleading, rather than leading, term of In
2−1(κ) at κ = 0 in G−2

bf0 .

3.4. Additional term when n = 3 and m > 2

In this case, all terms we have constructed above are kept the same except
the term G1

zf. Indeed, to match G1
zf with G−2

bf0 , we see that the term of order
z

1
2 in the asymptotic

(3.23) K 1
2
(z) =

√
π

2

(
z−

1
2 − z

1
2 +O(z

3
2 )
)
, z → 0,

implies the asymptotic of G−2
bf0 at zf

G−2
bf0 = κκ′(Iff(Qb)− k(xx′)−

1
2φ0(y)φ0(y′) +O(ρ2

zf))
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and we thus set the term

G1
zf = −(xx′)−1Vol(S2)v0(z)v0(z′)

which is compatible with G−2
bf0 in view of (3.17) and φ0(y) = (Vol(S2))−

1
2 .

As for matching of G1
zf with G

− 1
2

rb0
, it comes from the second asymptotic

term in the κ′K1/2(κ′)v0(z) term of G−
1
2

rb0
.

3.5. The case n = 5 with m = 0

In this case, we see that all our parametrix can be constructed similarly,
except that a term at order 1 at zf needs to be added to match with G−3/2

rb0
:

indeed zνKν(z) has a cubic term in its expansion only for n = 5, which
explains why we need a nonzero G1

zf term, and this term will force us to
add a G−1

zf as well.
For this part we assume that M has one end to simplify, then dimE0 = 1

and we can always suppose that ψ0 is a normalized eigenfunction decay-
ing like c0x1/2|dgb|

1
2 with c0 :=

∑N
j=0 α0ja

j
0 and that the other ψj are in

x1/2+εL2
b(M) for small ε > 0 and orthogonal to ψ0. Then using Theorem 2.1

we can see that there exists θ such that Pθ = ψ0 with θ ∼ e0x
−5/2|dgb|

1
2 for

some constant e0. Indeed, x−1ψ0 is in the range of Pb acting in x−3/2−εL2
b

since it is orthogonal to the Null space of Pb on x3/2+εL2
b (this null space

being spanned by the (xψj)j>0), thus there exist θ̃ ∈ x−3/2−εL2
b with

Pbθ̃ = x−1ψ0 and θ := x−1θ̃ satisfies Pθ = ψ0. From Theorem 2.2 and
the equation Pbx

−1/2 = 2x−
1
2 +O(x

1
2 ), the asymptotic of θ̃ is given by

θ̃ = e0x
−3/2 +

1
2
c0x

−1/2 +O(x1/2), e0 ∈ C

and by considering Green’s formula on limε→0

∫
x>ε

(Pbθ̃)xψ0−θ̃Pb(xψ0) = 1
we find e0 = −(3c0Vol(S4))−1. Then we define

(3.24) G1
zf := −c20Vol(S4)

(
θ ⊗ ψ0 + ψ0 ⊗ θ

)
, G−1

zf := c20Vol(S4)ψ0 ⊗ ψ0.

so that PG1
zf = −G−1

zf . The term of order ρ1
zf in k−3/2G

−3/2
rb0

comes from
the κ′3/2 coefficient in the expansion of K3/2(κ′), that is kx′−5/2

/3 times
N∑

j=0

bj0x
−1ϕj(z) =

N∑
j,k,l=0

αkjx
−1ϕj(z)αkla

l
0

=
N∑

j,l=0

α0jx
−1ϕj(z)α0la

l
0 = c0ψ0(z),
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which implies consistency between G1
zf, G

−1
zf and G−3/2

rb0
. Note that G1

zf, G
−1
zf

also match with G
−1/2
rb0

if we modify G−1/2
rb0

by adding the term

κ′K̃3/2(κ′)
c30

Vol(S4)
ψ0(z),

as is straightforward to check using (3.14).

Remark 3.2. — The analysis in this Subsection is only necessary if we
want to specify the leading term at rb0 and the k−1 term at zf. If one is
content to construct a parametrix with an error that iterates away, then
one can specify Gj

zf for j = −2,−1, 0 as in (3.13) and leave G1
zf unspecified.

Remark 3.3. — A similar phenomenon occurs in dimension 4 and 6: the
log term in K2(z) forces a term at order (2, 1), i.e. at order k2 log k at zf,
which requires a nonzero G0,1

zf , i.e. at order log k. We shall not emphasize
this here although it is important in that it contributes to the leading order
behaviour of the spectral measure at k = 0.

3.6. Error term and resolvent

The error term E defined by (P +k2)G = Id+E now vanishes to order 2
at zf, order 1 at bf0 and sc, and order n/2−1+m′ at rb0 and n/2+1+m′

at lb0 (possibly with log terms at leading order at lb0 and rb0, and at
zf for n = 4, 6 only — see Remark 3.3). Therefore it iterates away in the
sense of Remark 2.12 of Part I, and as above the inverse Id+S = (Id+E)−1

exists for small k and lies in the calculus. Here S has index sets contained in
(2, 1)∪(2+N′) at zf, 1+N′ at bf0, 1 at sc, (n/2+1+m′, 1)∪n/2+1+m′+N′

at lb0, (n/2− 1 +m′, 1) ∪ n/2− 1 +m′ + N′ at rb0 for some nonnegative
integral index set N′ and empty at bf, lb and rb. The resolvent itself is
given by R(k) = G(k) +G(k)S(k) and satisfies

Theorem 3.4. — Assume that n > 5, or that n = 3 or 4 with the
additional condition that P has no zero-resonances. We also assume that
P satisfies (1.6). Let m′ be defined as in (1.3) and assume (1.4). Then for
small k0, k < k0, the resolvent R(k) = (P +k2)−1 on half-densities satisfies

(3.25) R(k) ∈ Ψ−2,(−2,0,0),R(M, Ω̃1/2
b )
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where the index family R satisfies

Rzf ⊂ (−2, 0) ∪ (−1, 0) ∪ (0, 1) ∪N′′,

Rbf0 ⊂ −2 + N′′,

Rsc = 0

Rlb0 = Rrb0 ⊂ n/2− 4 +m′ + N′′

for some integral (with log-terms) index set N′′ > 0, and the empty set
at all other faces. Moreover, the leading terms of the resolvent R(k) at
zf,bf0, sc, lb0, rb0 are equal to the leading terms of the parametrix G(k)
as defined above. We also have R−1

zf = G−1
zf = 0 in all cases except when

n = 5,m = 0 where R−1
zf = G−1

zf is given by (3.24); R0,1
zf = 0 for n 6= 4, 6;

and R0
zf is always equal to G0

zf modulo a finite rank term with values in
kerL2 P .

Remark 3.5. — In the case that M is flat Rn, Jensen [6] obtains R−2
zf =

P0, the projection onto the zero eigenspace, R−1
zf = 0 for n > 6 and gives

the expression P0V G3V P0 for R−1
zf when n = 5, where G3 is the operator

with kernel constant and equal to 1/3. Note that∫
R5
V ψj = −

∫
R5

∆ψj = lim
R→∞

∫
∂B(R,0)

∂rψj(R,ω)dω

is equal to c0Vol(S4) if j = 0 and 0 otherwise. Using this and Vol(S4) =
8π2/3 we can check that this is the same as our R−1

zf for n = 5. The
agreement on Rj

zf for j = −2 and j = −1, n > 6 is clear, so our results on
the singular part of the resolvent at zf are in agreement with Jensen’s.

Remark 3.6. — If we do not make assumption (1.6), our proof allows
to construct a weaker parametrix (in particular with only the first term
at rb0, lb0) which shows, with the composition formula [5, Prop 2.10], that
the same result holds if n > 6 but with another index set R which has
same properties than R except that Rzf ⊂ (−2, 0) ∪ R′, and we can not
specify the leading terms of R(k) at rb0, lb0. In general the proof could be
well adapted, there will be additional logarithmic terms at rb0 and lb0 that
need to be specified, which would make the paper extremely technical. If
m = 0, then there may be terms of order ρ

n
2−3

rb0
log ρrb0 , ρ

n
2−2

rb0
(log ρrb0)

2 and
ρ

n
2−2

rb0
log ρrb0 . The extra models will all be similar in structure to Gn

2−4+i

for i = 1, 2 and create no essential difficulties.
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3.7. Proof of Lemma 3.1

To prove the existence of ṽ, we use Theorem 2.1, which tells us that
x−2w(z) is in the range of Pb acting on x−

n
2−1−εL2

b(M) if and only if
x−2w(z) is orthogonal to the null space of Pb on x

n
2 +1+εL2

b(M).
Let us begin with the equation PG0

zf = Id−
∑

j ψj ⊗ ψj , which implies
that G0

zfψj is in the span of the ψk. If m > 2, the ψk vanish to order at
least n/2 at x = 0 (as a b-half-density). Now consider a ψ ∈ kerP that lies
in x

n
2 +εL2 (and hence actually decreasing to order n

2 + 1), corresponding
to a ϕj ∈ kerPb that lies in x

n
2 +1+εL2. Consider applying G0

zf to such a
ψ. From the assumption m > 2 and the fact that this lies in the span of
the ψj we see that the result is O(x

n
2−2) as a b-half-density. However, the

kernel of G0
zf vanishes to order −2 at zf and n/2 − 2 at lb0, while the lift

of ψ to zf (in the right factor) vanishes to order n/2 + 1 at rb0 and lb0.
From this, we see that G0

zfψ apparently only vanishes to order n/2 − 2 at
x = 0, with a coefficient obtained from the integral of ψ against the value
of x−

n
2 +2G0

zf restricted to zf ∩ lb0. But x−
n
2 +2G0

zf restricted to zf ∩ lb0 is,
from (3.20) (with the left and right variables switched) equal to

w(z′)−
N∑

j=0

bj2(y)
2n

ϕj(z′).

We conclude that this integrated against ψ(z′) vanishes:

(3.26) x
n
2−2

∫
M

x′
−1
(
w(z′)−

N∑
j=0

bj2(y)
2n

ϕj(z′)
)
ψ(z′) = 0

We also note that the coefficient of x
n
2−2 must be constant in y. However

bj2 ∈ E2 which is orthogonal to constants so integrating in y (and recalling
w is independent of y we deduce that∫

M

x′
−1
w(z′)ψ(z′) = 0

as claimed.
So choose ṽ ∈ x−n

2−1−εL2
b(M) with Pbṽ = x−2w, which is defined modulo

elements in the null space of Pb in x−n/2−1−εL2
b(M). Then Theorem 2.2

and the asymptotic behaviour of w(z) using (3.17) show that

ṽ(z) =
x−

n
2−1

2n(n− 2)Vol(Sn−1)
+ x−

n
2−1β(y) +O(x−

n
2−2)

for some β ∈ E2 (recall that an L2-normalized element of E0 is
(Vol(Sn−1))−

1
2 ). It is necessary, in order to match with G−2

bf0 , that β = 0,
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and we will see that this can be obtained by adding a term in the null
space of Pb in x−

n
2−1−εL2

b(M). By Proposition 2.4, this is possible if and
only if β is orthogonal to the subspace G2 ⊂ E2 consisting of the leading
asymptotics of elements of kerPb that are ∼ x

n
2 +1 as x→ 0, or equivalently

of elements ψ of kerP that are ∼ x
n
2 as x→ 0.

We now prove this. Let ψ be an element of kerP that is equal to x
n
2 γ(y)+

O(x
n
2 +1), as a b-half-density, with γ ∈ E2. Note by Green’s formula we have∫
Sn−1

β(y)γ(y)dy =
∫

Sn−1
γ(y)(β(y)+c0) =

1
n− 2

lim
ε→0

∫
x>ε

Pbṽ(z)xψ(z)

=
1

n− 2
lim
ε→0

∫
x>ε

x−1w(z)ψ(z)

so it is enough to show that

(3.27) lim
ε→0

∫
x>ε

x−1w(z)ψ(z) = 0.

Again we look at G0
zfψ. Since now we are assuming ψ ∼ x

n
2 , Melrose’s

Pushfoward theorem [9] tells us that

G0
zfψ ∼ x

n
2−2 log xd0(y) + x

n
2−2d1(y) +O(x

n
2−1 log x),

where d1 is given by a sum of terms

lim
ε→0

∫
x′>ε

x′
−1
(
w(z′)−

N∑
j=0

bj2(y)
2n

ϕj(z′)
)
ψ(z′)

+
∫

s6ε−1
Iff(Qb)(s, y, y′)(s)

n
2−1γ(y′)dsdy′

and d0 = d1 = 0 since m > 2. To compute the second term, we use the
formula (3.5) to obtain the limit γ(y)/2n. For the first term, we can take
ψ = x−1ϕj without loss of generality, whence γ = aj

20(y), and we compute

N∑
l=0

bl2(y)
∫

M

x′
−1
ϕl(z′)x′

−1
ϕj(z′) = aj

2(y)

since
∫

M

x−1ϕl(z)x−1ϕj =
N∑

k=0

αklαkj and bl2(y) =
N∑

k=0

N∑
i=0

αilαika
k
2(y).

This proves that (3.27), and completes the proof of the lemma.
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4. Resolvent kernel for asymptotically conic manifolds

We make the same assumptions as in the previous section, but allow M

to be asymptotically conic rather than Euclidean. It is quite similar to the
asymptotically Euclidean case but more terms come in the parametrix. We
recall the definitions of m and m′ in (1.3) (now m is not necessarily an
integer), define m̃ ∈ N0 so that ν

m̃
:= n/2 − 1 +m ∈ N∂ (see (2.3)), and

assume (1.4). Then the eigenfunctions have asymptotics

ϕj =
∑

ν∼
m

6νi6ν
m̃

+2

aj
νi

(y)xνi +O(xν
m̃

+2+ε)

for some ε > 0. Now the term Qb has asymptotic on rb

Qb =
1∑

k=0

∑
ν06νj6ν0+2

vνj ,k(z, y′)x′νj (log x′)k +O(x′ν0+2+ε)

for some ε > 0, with vνj ,1 = 0 if j < m̃, and

Pbvνi,0(z, y
′) =


0 if i < m̃

−
N∑

j=0

aνi(y
′)ϕj(z) if i > m̃

with vνj
(z, ·) := vνj ,0(z, ·) ∈ Eνj

and vνj
(z, y′) having leading behaviour

(obtained from Iff(Qb))

vνj (x, y, y
′) =

ΠEj (y, y
′)

2νj
x−νj +O(x−νj−1 log x).

We also define vz := 0 if z /∈ N∂ to match with our following notations.
The χj are defined as in the previous section, and have asymptotics

x−1χj =
∑

ν
m̃

6νi6ν
m̃

+2

(
bjνi

(y)
4(−νi + 1)

+ βj
νi−2(y)

)
xνi−3

−
aj

ν
m̃

(y)xν
m̃
−1 log x

2νm̃

+O(xν
m̃
−1+ε).

for some βj
z ∈ Ez such that βj

z = 0 for z < ν0.
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We set as before G−2
bf0 := κκ′Qbf0 with

(4.1)

Qbf0 :=
∞∑

j=0

ΠEj

(
Iνj (κ)Kνj (κ

′)H(κ′ − κ) + Iνj (κ
′)Kνj (κ)H(κ− κ′)

)
∣∣∣∣dκdydκ′dy′κκ′

∣∣∣∣ 12
and (except for n = 5,m′ = 0 – see Section 4.2) define Gj

zf for j = −2, . . . , 1
by (3.13). The leading behaviour of G−2

zf and G0
zf at rb0 is therefore

G−2
zf = x−1

∑
ν

m̃
6νi6ν

m̃
+2

 N∑
j,k,l=0

aj
νi

(y′)αkjαklϕl(z)x′
νi−1

+O(x′νm̃
+1+ε)

= x−1
∑

ν
m̃

6νi6ν
m̃

+2

 N∑
j=0

bjνi
(y′)ϕj(z)x′

νi−1

+O(x′νm̃
+1+ε)

and

(4.2) G0
zf = x−1

N∑
j=0

 ∑
ν

m̃
6νi6ν

m̃
+2

( −bjνi
(y′)

4(νi − 1)
+ βj

νi−2(y
′)
)
x′

νi−3

ϕj(z)

+x−1
∑

ν06νi6ν0+2

vνi(z, y
′)x′νi−1 + x−1

N∑
j=0

aj
ν

m̃
(y′)χj(z)x′

ν
m̃
−1 +O(x′

n
2−1+m′+ε).

Note that the x′
ν

m̃
−1 log x′ term from (xx′)−1Qb cancels that of

(xx′)−1
∑

j φj ⊗ χj . Thus for i such that ν0 + m′ 6 νi < ν0 + 2 + m′,
we define

(4.3)

Gνi−3
rb0

:=κ′K̃νi−2(κ′)x−1
( N∑

j=0

βj
νi−2(y

′)ϕj(z) + vνi−2(z, y′)
)

+ κ′K̃νi(κ
′)x−1

N∑
j=0

bjνi
(y′)ϕj(z).

If m′ < 2, we set

G
ν

m̃
−1

rb0
:=κ′K̃ν

m̃
(κ′)x−1

(
N∑

j=0

βj
ν

m̃
(y′)ϕj(z) + vν

m̃
(z, y′) + aj

ν
m̃

(y′)χj(z)

)

+ κ′K̃ν
m̃

+2(κ′)x−1
N∑

j=0

bjν
m̃

+2(y
′)ϕj(z)
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so that PG
ν

m̃
−1

rb0
= G

ν
m̃
−3

rb0
. If now m′ = 2, we set

Gν0+1
rb0

:=κ′K̃n
2 +1(κ′)x−1

(
N∑

j=0

βj
ν0+2(y

′)ϕj(z) + vν0+2(z, y′) + aj
ν0+2(y

′)χj(z)

)

+ κ′K̃n
2 +3(κ′)x−1

N∑
j=0

bjν0+4(y
′)ϕj(z) + κ′K̃n

2−1(κ′)x′
n−2

x−1ṽ(z, y′).

where ṽ is defined like in Lemma 3.1 (thus actually ṽ(z, y′) is constant in
y′) so that

Pbṽ(z, y′) = vν0(z, y
′) +

N∑
j=0

βj
ν0

(y′)ϕj(z).

Then again PG
n
2
rb0

= −G
n
2−2

rb0
, so the error term at rb0 has leading term at

order ρν0+m′−1+ε
rb0

) for some ε > 0.

4.1. Additional term when n = 3

Now when n = 3 and m > 1, there is an additional term at zf at order 1
as when ∂M = S2, this is

G1
zf := −(xx′)−1Volh0(∂M)v0(z)v0(z′)

and it is there to match with the second term in the asymptotic of G−2
bf0 at

zf.

4.2. Terms at zf when n = 5, m′ = 0

This works just as in the Euclidean case; we define G±1
zf by (3.24), re-

placing Vol(S4) with Vol(∂M) (with respect to the metric h(0) from (1.1)).

4.3. Error term and resolvent

The error term E defined by (P + k2)G = Id+E vanishes to order 1 + ε

at zf (for some ε > 0 depending on a finite number of νj), at order 1 at
bf0 and sc, and order n/2 − 2 + m′ + ε at rb0 and n/2 + m′ + ε at lb0.
Then it iterates away in the sense of Remark 2.12 of Part I, and the inverse
Id+S = (Id+E)−1 exists for small k > 0 and lies in the calculus, where
S has index sets included in 1 + Z at zf, (1, 0) ∪ (1 + Z) at bf0, 1 at sc,
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n/2 +m′ + Z at lb0, n/2 − 2 +m′ + Z at rb0 and empty at bf, lb and rb
for some index set Z such that Z > ε for some ε > 0. The resolvent itself is
given by R(k) = G(k) +G(k)S(k) and satisfies

Theorem 4.1. — Assume that n > 5, or that n = 3 or 4 with the
additional condition that P has no zero-resonances. We assume that P
satisfies (1.6) and (1.4). Then for small k0, k < k0, the resolvent R(k) =
(P + k2)−1 on half-densities satisfies

(4.4) R(k) ∈ Ψ−2,(−2,0,0),R(M, Ω̃1/2
b )

where the index family R satisfies

Rzf ⊂ (−2, 0) ∪ (−1, 0) ∪ (−1 + Z′),

Rbf0 ⊂ (−2, 0) ∪ (−1, 0) ∪ (−1 + Z′),

Rsc = 0

Rlb0 = Rrb0 ⊂ n/2− 4 +m′ + Z′

for some index set Z′ > ε where ε > 0 depends on N∂ , and the index set
at the other faces are empty. Moreover, the leading terms of the resolvent
R(k) at zf,bf0, sc, lb0, rb0 are equal to the leading terms of the parametrix
G(k) as defined above. We also have R−1

zf = G−1
zf (which vanishes except in

the case n = 5,m′ = 0).

Remark 4.2. — We could, as in [5], deal with potentials, V ∼ x2V0,
x→ 0, i.e. inverse-square potentials, with little further difficulty, provided
that the coefficient V0 satisfies the same condition as was imposed in [5];
namely, that ∆∂M + V0 + (n − 2)2/4 is a strictly positive operator acting
on L2(∂M). The assumption V = x2V0 +O(x5) would then be convenient
to avoid having to deal with logarithmic terms in the parametrix. The V0

coefficent changes the set N∂ and hence the index family R in Theorem 4.1,
since the λi in (2.3) are replaced by the eigenvalues of ∆∂M + V0. Also in
Theorem 4.1 we would need to assume no zero-resonances in all dimensions,
since (as observed in [12]) these may occur for operators with inverse-square
potentials in all dimensions.

5. Resolvent: asymptotically Euclidean manifolds,
dimension 3

In this section we suppose that n = 3 and that P has L2 kernel and
possibly also a zero-resonance. We use similar notations and same method
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as in Section 3 since this is almost exactly the same problem, the only
difference being that m′ may be 0 or 1. To simplify (to avoid log-terms
coming too early in expansions) we make assumption (1.6) throughout this
section.

5.1. Terms G−2
zf , G0

zf, G
0
rb0

Transposed into the b-problem as before we have an orthonormal basis
(ϕj)j=0,...,N of kerPb. To simplify exposition, we assume that M has only
one end. If P has a resonance at 0, then one of the ϕj ∈ kerPb is ∼
ax

1
2 |dgb|

1
2 at x = 0 for some a ∈ C, which we may suppose is ϕ0. We

sometimes denote it ϕ instead to point out the difference with the other
eigenstates. We shall use the convention ϕ0 = 0 if 0 is not a resonance.
There also may be zero-modes ϕj ∼ x3/2aj

1|dgb|
1
2 at x = 0, with aj

1 ∈
ker(∆S2 − 2) (these were ruled out in Section 3 by our assumption that
m > 2 when n = 3.)

We can decompose in an orthogonal sum (for small ε > 0)

kerPb = (kerPb ∩ x3/2+εL2(M, |dgb|
1
2 ))⊕H ⊕ Cϕ

for some H of dimension d 6 3 = dim ker(∆S2 − 2). Then we can suppose
that (ϕi)i=1,...,d is an orthonormal basis of H and in general

ϕj =
(
aj
1(y)x

3/2 + aj
2(y)x

5/2 +O(x
7
2 log x)

)
|dgb|1/2

with aj
1 ∈ ker(∆S2 − 2), aj

2 ∈ ker(∆S2 − 6)

for any 1 6 j 6 N with aj
1 = 0 if j > d. The mapping ϕj → aj

1 identifies
H with a subspace (still noted H) of ker(∆S2 − 2) and we denote by H⊥

an orthogonal complement of H in ker(∆S2 − 2). Let now (φ1, φ2, φ3) an
orthonormal basis of ker(∆S2 − 2), and we note aj

1 =
∑d

l=1 a
j
1lφl for some

aj
1l ∈ C.
There exists Qb such that PbQb = QbPb = Id−

∑N
j=1 ϕj ⊗ ϕj as in Sec-

tion 3. Localizing near rb, the identity becomes PbQb = QbPb = −
∑

j ϕj⊗
ϕj and considering Pb acting on the right factor z′, this gives the following
asymptotic for Qb at rb

Qb(z, z′) =

{
v0(z, y′)x′

1
2 +O(x′3/2) if ϕ = 0

−aϕ(z)x′
1
2 log x′ + v1(z, y′)x′

1
2 +O(x′3/2) if ϕ 6= 0

for some vi(z, y′) = vi(z), i = 0, 1, constant in y′, which, by considering
the operator acting on the left variable z, must satisfy

(5.1) Pbv0(z) = 0, Pbv1(z) = −aϕ(z)
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This existence of v0 is guaranteed by Proposition 2.4 if P has no zero-
resonance. Similarly, if ϕ 6= 0, the existence of an element u ∈ x−1/2L2

b

such that Pbu = ϕ is a consequence of Theorem 2.1: indeed, Pb is Fredholm
in x−1/2−εL2

b with index 1 and ϕ is in the range of Pb in this space since
it is orthogonal to the kernel of Pb in x1/2+εL2

b . Notice that u is uniquely
determined modulo kerPb, it is polyhomogeneous, and by adding a constant
times ϕ to u, it can be chosen to have asymptotic

u = bx−
1
2 + ax

1
2 log x+O(x3/2 log x)

for some b ∈ C. Then v1(z) = −au(z) + βϕ(z) + η(z) for some β ∈ C and
η ∈ kerPb ∩ x3/2L∞(M). The normal operator at the front face Iff(Qb)
given in (3.5) implies that v0(z) has the aymptotic

v0(z) =
1

vol(S2)
x−

1
2 +O(x

1
2 )

when ϕ = 0. While when ϕ 6= 0, Green formula with the asymptotics of
u, ϕ give the relation

〈Pbu, ϕ〉 = 1 = lim
ε→0

∫
x=ε

((x∂xu)ϕ− u(x∂xϕ)) = −abVol(S2) = −4πab

thus ab = −(4π)−1. We now define

Q̃b := Qb + u⊗ ϕ+ ϕ⊗ u

which satisfy PbQ̃b = 1−
∑N

j=1 ϕj ⊗ ϕj . We obtain

P
(
x−1Q̃bx

−1
)

= Id−
N∑

j=1

xϕj ⊗ x−1ϕj .

Gathering this information, we find that, when ϕ 6≡ 0, the asymptotic
behaviour of Q̃b at rb is given by

(5.2) Q̃b(z, z′) = bϕ(z)x′−
1
2 + (βϕ(z) + η(z))x′

1
2 +O(x′3/2 log x′).

We remark that the x′
1
2 log x′ term of Qb at rb is cancelled by the ϕ ⊗ u

term of Q̃b.
As before, we denote by (ψj)j=1,...N an orthonormal basis of eigenfunc-

tions of P and express these in terms of the ϕj by (3.9). Following the
argument in Section 3 (see (3.10)), we have

N∑
j=1

Πker P (xϕj)⊗ x−1ϕj =
N∑

j=1

N∑
k=1

N∑
l=1

αkjα
jlψk ⊗ ψl =

N∑
k=1

ψk ⊗ ψk.

We proceed exactly as before: we denote ψ⊥j := (1 − Πker P )(xϕj), then
x−1ψ⊥j = O(x−

1
2 ) is not anymore in L2

b but instead is in x−
1
2−εL2

b . The
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extension of Pb to x−
1
2−εL2

b is Fredholm by Theorem 2.1. Hence x−1ψ⊥j
is in Range(Pb) on x−

1
2−εL2

b if x−1ψ⊥j ⊥ ker
x

1
2 +εL2

b

Pb = kerL2
b
Pb. This is

satisfied since

0 =
∫

M

ψ⊥j ψ̄k =
∫

M

x−1ψ⊥j xψ̄k,

and (xψj)j is a basis of ker
x

1
2 +εL2

Pb. This implies that there exists χj ∈
x−

1
2−εL2

b for j = 0, . . . , N such that

Pbχj = x−1ψ⊥j .

As in Section 3 we set the term at order −2 at zf to

G−2
zf :=

N∑
j=1

ψj ⊗ ψj , G0
zf := (xx′)−1

(
Q̃b +

N∑
j=1

(χj ⊗ ϕj + ϕj ⊗ χj)
)

The term x−1ψ⊥j = −
∑N

k=1 αkjx
−1ψk + ϕj has the asymptotic

x−1ψ⊥j (y) = −
N∑

k,l=1

αkjαkl(al
1(y)x

− 1
2 + al

2(y)x
1
2 ) +O(x

3
2 log x)

which implies that, after setting

(5.3) bji (y) :=
N∑

m=1

N∑
l=1

αmjαmla
l
i(y),

we get the asymptotic
(5.4)

x−1χj(x, y) = x−3/2(−1
2
bj1(y) + βj

−1) + x−1/2(−1
6
bj2(y) + βj

0) +O(x
1
2 log x)

for some βj
0, β

j
−1 ∈ C. It is important to notice that χj is determined modulo

elements in the null space of Pb in x−1/2−εL2
b , but this space contains either

the function v0 ∼ (4π)−1x−1/2 (if 0 is not resonance) or a function ϕ ∼ ax
1
2

(if 0 is resonance), which mean in first case that any βj
−1 can be supposed

to be 0 by adding a constant times v0 to χj while in the second case any
βj

0 can be taken to be 0 by adding a constant times ϕ.
Observe that G−2

zf is O(ρbf0) and x−1χj ⊗ x−1ϕj , x
−1ϕj ⊗ x−1χj are

O(ρ−1
bf0).

Note that we will often use the identity

(5.5)
N∑

j=1

x−1ϕj(z)b
j
i (y

′) =
N∑

l=1

Πker P (xϕl)(z)al
i(y

′)

which follows from (3.9), (3.10) and (5.3).
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5.2. Term G−2
bf0

We next define G−2
bf0 . As above and Part I, we use coordinates (κ =

k
x , κ

′ = k
x′ , y, y

′, k) which are valid near the interior of bf0. We write G−2
bf0 =

(κκ′)Qbf0 where Qbf0 solves

Pbf0Qbf0 = Id

and Pbf0 is given by (3.2). We can write the general solution Qbf0 in terms
of spherical harmonics but we’ll need an additional finite rank term when
ϕ 6≡ 0, in order to match with the u ⊗ ϕ + ϕ ⊗ u term of G0

zf: we set
(H =Heaviside)

Qbf0 =
[ ∞∑

j=0

ΠEj

(
Ij+ 1

2
(κ)K 1

2+j(κ
′)H(κ′ − κ) + Ij+ 1

2
(κ′)K 1

2+j(κ)H(κ− κ′)
)

+c0ΠE0K 1
2
(κ)K 1

2
(κ′)

] ∣∣∣∣dκdydκ′dy′κκ′

∣∣∣∣ 12 ,
with E0(y, y′) = 1/Vol(S2) = (4π)−1 and for some c0 ∈ C to determine. In
higher dimensions, this additional term is too singular at κ = κ′ = 0, i.e.
at bf0 ∩ zf and therefore cannot appear. This coefficient c0 is set to be 0
when ϕ ≡ 0 while when ϕ 6≡ 0, it is constructed to match with G0

zf: we find,
using asymptotics for K 1

2
(z) given by (3.23) that c0 = 2/π. Indeed, using

leading behaviours of u and ϕ when ϕ 6= 0, the asymptotic of G0
zf near the

corner zf ∩ bf0 is

G0
zf = (xx′)−1

(
Iff(Qb) + ab

(
x

1
2x′

− 1
2 + x′

1
2x−

1
2
)

+O(ρ−1
bf0)
)

whereas the asymptotic of G−2
bf0 near this corner is

G−2
bf0 = k2(xx′)−1

(
Iff(Qb)+

c0
8

(
k−1(xx′)

1
2 −(x′

1
2x−

1
2 +x

1
2x′

− 1
2 )+O(ρzf)

)
.

Recalling that ab = −1/4π from our analysis of G0
zf, we find that we must

set c0 = 2/π (we emphasize that it is the subleading term and not the
leading term of the K 1

2
(κ)K 1

2
(κ′) term in G−2

bf0 that matches with u⊗ φ+
φ⊗ u). The leading term will be at order −1 at zf and it will require us to
have a corresponding nonzero G−1

zf . Note that, with such a choice for c0,
the term of order k in the expansion of G−2

bf0 at zf is given by

(5.6) (8π)−1k(x−5/2x′
− 1

2 + x′
−5/2

x−
1
2 ),

which will be useful to define G1
zf.
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5.3. Term G−1
zf when 0 is resonance, first attempt

To match with the term at order −1 of G−2
bf0 at zf, we need a term of

the form ψ⊗ψ where ψ is a zero-resonance. This has the form ψ = cx−1ϕ

for some c 6= 0 to determine, plus an element of the L2 null space. But
matching with G−2

bf0 implies that the leading term of ψ is

(5.7) ψ(z) =

√
1

4πx
+O(x1/2)

where we chose the sign to be + by convention. This means ca = (4π)−
1
2 ;

the leading behaviour of ψ then agrees with the canonical resonance of
Jensen-Kato [7]. As for the L2 null space part (which does not affect the
leading behaviour), it is natural to ask that ψ is orthogonal, in a generalized
sense, to the ψk. Observe that for 1 6 j 6 d, ψ·ψj has asymptotic aj

1(y)x
3+

O(x4) as x→ 0 and is therefore not L1; however, since a1
j is orthogonal to

constants, the integral of aj
1(y) in y vanishes and therefore

lim
ε→0

∫
M∩{x>ε}

ψ · ψk exists.

We denote this limit 〈ψ,ψk〉. We choose ψ := cx−1ϕ−
∑N

k=1〈cx−1ϕ,ψk〉ψk

to be the unique zero-resonance satisfying (5.7) and with 〈ψ,ψk〉 = 0 for
1 6 j 6 N . (If there is no zero-resonance then we take ψ = 0 in the
formulae below.) This agrees with the canonical zero-resonance of Jensen-
Kato in the case that (M, g) = (R3, δ); see Section 5.8 for more details.
We now temporarily define (the tilde indicates that this will be modified
below)

G̃−1
zf := ψ ⊗ ψ

which matches with G−2
bf0 .

5.4. Term G
−3/2
rb0

We construct G−3/2
rb0

like in Section 3 with m = 1 if ϕ ≡ 0, while if ϕ 6≡ 0,
we shall add a term. In any case, we define it to be

(5.8) G
−3/2
rb0

:= κ′K̃3/2(κ′)x−1
N∑

j=1

bji (y
′)ϕj(z) + κ′K̃1/2(κ′)(4π)−

1
2ψ(z).

By construction and from the asymptotics of K̃1/2, K̃3/2, this terms matches
with G−2

zf , G
−1
zf , G

−2
bf0 and also with G0

zf when ϕ ≡ 0. The consistency be-
tween this term and G0

zf when ϕ 6≡ 0 is less straightforward but it is satisfied
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using (i) from Lemma 5.1, the expansion

(5.9) κ′K̃1/2(κ′) = κ′
1
2 − κ′3/2 +

1
2
κ′

5/2 +O(κ′7/2)

and −(4π)−1/2c = b in view of the identities ab = −(4π)−1 and ca =
(4π)−1/2.

5.5. The terms G1
zf, G

−1
zf

The term at order 1 at zf has to match with G−2
bf0 and G

−3/2
rb0

. We first
assume there is a resonance, i.e. ϕ 6≡ 0. Then x−1ψ is orthogonal to any
xψk, thus to the null space of Pb in x3/2+εL2

b for ε ∈ (0, 1), so we deduce
that it is in the range of Pb acting on x−3/2−εL2

b . Therefore there exists
χ ∈ x−3/2L∞(M) such that

Pbχ = x−1ψ or equivalently P (x−1χ) = ψ.

Moreover, considering the leading asymptotic of ψ, we must have

(5.10) χ = −1
2
(4π)−

1
2x−3/2 + γ(y)x−3/2 +O(x−

1
2 )

for some γ ∈ E1 since (−(x∂x)2+1/4)x−3/2 = −2x−3/2. Let us assume that
γ = 0, which can be arranged, possibly after adding a term x−1v for some
v ∼ −γx−3/2 in the null space of Pb in x−3/2−εL2

b . So as not to interrupt
the exposition we defer the proof to Lemma 5.1. We then see from (5.6)
that a term

(5.11) −
(
(x−1χ)⊗ ψ + ψ ⊗ (x−1χ)

)
of order 1 at zf would match with G−2

bf0 , while from (5.9) and (5.8) it is
clear that it would match with the K1/2(κ′) terms of G−3/2

rb0
(i.e. the first

line of (5.8)) at rb0 ∩ zf.
It remains to add a part at zf, order 1, that will match the K3/2(κ′) terms

of G−3/2
rb0

. These terms have leading asymptotic at zf, modulo O(ρ7/2
zf )

G
−3/2
rb0

=
(
κ′
−1/2 − 1

2
κ′

3/2 +
1
3
κ′

5/2
)
x−1

3∑
p=1

d∑
l=1

N∑
m,j=1

αmjαmla
l
1pφp(y′)ϕj(z)

=
(
κ′
−1/2 − 1

2
κ′

3/2 +
1
3
κ′

5/2
) 3∑

p=1

d∑
l=1

Πker P (xϕl)(z)al
1pφp(y′)

In particular, we see that a term at order 1 at zf must be added to (5.11).
From Theorem 2.1 and Proposition 2.4, there exists θj ∈ x−

3
2L∞(M) for
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j = 1, 2, 3 such that

Pbθj =
{
ϕj for j 6 d

0 for j > d
with

θj =
3∑

l=1

cj1(y)x
− 3

2 +O(x−
1
2 ), cj1(y) =

3∑
l=1

cj1lφl(y) ∈ ker(∆S2 − 2)

for some cj1l ∈ C. Then (cj1)j=d+1,...,3 form a basis of H⊥. From Green’s
formula applied to

δij =
∫

M∩{x>ε}

(
〈Pbθi, ϕj〉 − 〈θi, Pbϕj〉

)
, j 6 d, i 6 3,

we obtain, by letting ε→ 0,

3
∫

S2
ci1(y)a

j
1(y)dy = δij , j 6 d, i 6 3.

Let C be the 3× 3 matrix whose entries are Cjl := cj1l, A the 3× 3 matrix
whose entries are Ajl := aj

1l for j 6 d and Ajl := cj1l/3 for j > d (thus
invertible), we have C = 1

3 (AT )−1. Note that θj is determined up to a
O(x−1/2) term and since this coefficient of order is constant, then, if ϕ ≡ 0,
we can add a constant times v0 so that θj(x, y) =

∑3
l=1 c

j
1lφl(y)+O(x

1
2 ). In

the case ϕ 6≡ 0, the term of order x−1/2 vanishes automatically; see Lemma
5.1 below.

Let us define G̃1
zf, (the tilde indicates that this will be modified below):

G̃1
zf :=

( d∑
i=1

3∑
j=1

dijx
−1θj ⊗Πker P (xϕi) + dijΠker P (xϕi)⊗ x′

−1
θj

)
+ (xx′)−1ev0 ⊗ v0,

when ϕ ≡ 0, while if ϕ 6≡ 0

G̃1
zf :=

( d∑
i=1

3∑
j=1

dijx
−1θj ⊗Πker P (xϕi) + dijΠker P (xϕi)⊗ x′

−1
θj

)
−
(
(x−1χ)⊗ ψ + ψ ⊗ (x−1χ)

)
where dij , e ∈ C are parameters to determine and D := (dij) is the cor-
reponding d × 3 matrix. To match with G

−3/2
rb0

and using the fact that
(φl)l=1,...,d and (Πker P (xϕl))l=1,...,N are respectively linearly independent,
this forces to have as matrices DC = 1

3ΠdA where Πd : M3×3(C) →
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Md×3(C) is the canonical projection from 3× 3 matrices to d× 3 matrices
(so that ΠdA is the matrix A with the cj1l changed to 0). We conclude that

(5.12) D = ΠdAA
T .

Note that (dij)16i,j6d = 〈ai
1, a

j
1〉L2(S2) is a symmetric d × d matrix that

depends only on (ϕj)16j6d.
Consider the matching conditions G̃1

zf ↔ G−2
bf0 . The terms in G̃1

zf involving
θj are O(ρ−2

bf0) so have no effect at order −2 on bf0. When ϕ ≡ 0, the
remaining term involving v0 is of order ρ−3

bf0 and so has to match with the
ρ3

zf coefficient of G−2
bf0 . Using (3.14) we see that this comes only from the

j = 0 term of (3.3) (since only for ν = 1/2 does the second term in the
expansion of Kν differ from the leading term by one order). The terms
match provided we choose e = −vol(S2) = −4π. If, on the contrary ϕ 6≡ 0,
then we have seen that the terms involving χ, ψ are those who match with
G−2

bf0 , so this proves consistency between G̃1
zf and G−2

bf0 .
Now we have on zf

PG̃1
zf = −ψ ⊗ ψ +

 d∑
j=1

d∑
i=1

dij(xϕi)⊗Πker P (xϕj)

 .

This is not quite what we want since we require PG1
zf = −G−1

zf with
PG−1

zf = 0 in order to construct a parametrix at order 2 at zf. To rem-
edy this we decompose xϕj = Πker P (xϕj) + ψ⊥j and then modify G̃1

zf to

G1
zf :=

d∑
i,j=1

(
dijx

−1(θj − χj)⊗Πker P (xϕi) + dijx
′−1Πker P (xϕi)⊗ (θj − χj)

)

+
( d∑

i=1

3∑
j=d+1

dijx
−1θj ⊗Πker P (xϕi) + dijx

′−1Πker P (xϕi)⊗ θj

)
− 4π(xx′)−1v0 ⊗ v0

when P has no resonance at 0 while

G1
zf :=

d∑
i,j=1

(
dijx

−1(θj − χj)⊗Πker P (xϕi) + dijx
′−1Πker P (xϕi)⊗ (θj − χj)

)

+
( d∑

i=1

3∑
j=d+1

dijx
−1θj ⊗Πker P (xϕi) + dijx

′−1Πker P (xϕi)⊗ θj

)
−
(
(x−1χ)⊗ ψ + ψ ⊗ (x−1χ)

)
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when 0 is resonance. so that

PG1
zf =

d∑
i,j=1

dijΠker P (xϕi)⊗Πker P (xϕj)− ψ ⊗ ψ

Then we modify G−1
zf to set

(5.13) G−1
zf := −

d∑
i,j=1

dijΠker P (xϕi)⊗Πker P (xϕj) + ψ ⊗ ψ

which is a symmetric expression satisfying PG−1
zf = 0 and matching with

G1
zf in the sense PG1

zf = −G−1
zf . (We also observe that G−1

zf agrees with that
in Section 3.4 when m = 2 since then d = 0, hence D = 0, and ψ = χ = 0.)

Let us now prove several deferred results in the following lemma:

Lemma 5.1. — (i) The coefficients βj
−1 from (5.4) satisfy

(5.14)
N∑

j=1

βj
−1x

−1ϕj = (4π)−
1
2

N∑
k=1

〈cx−1ϕ,ψk〉ψk.

ii) The term γ in the asymptotic (5.10) of χ is zero if dim H = 3 or can
made 0 by possibly adding an element in H.
iii) If ϕ 6≡ 0, the coefficient of x−1/2 in the expansion of θj is 0.

Proof. — The proof of all claims follow from Green’s formula. To prove
(i), we apply Green’s formula to

lim
ε→0

∫
M∩{x>ε}

〈Pbχj , cϕ〉 − 〈χj , Pb(cϕ)〉

and obtain (4π)
1
2βj

−1 = 〈Πker P (xϕj), cx−1ϕ〉; using (3.10) and the identity
x−1ϕj =

∑N
i=1 α

jiψi we obtain (5.14).
For ii), we apply Green formula∫

x>ε

(Pbχ)xψk − χPb(xψk) =
∫

x=ε

(x∂xχ).xψk − χ.x∂x(xψk)

for any ψk ∈ kerP and let ε → 0. The limit has to be zero by construc-
tion of χ and since Pb(xψk) = 0, but from the expansions of χ, (3.6) and
(3.9), we see that the right hand side has for limit (up to non zero con-
stant)

∑d
j=1 αkj

∫
S2 γ(y)a

j
1(y). Now αkj is invertible so γ is orthogonal to

the functions (aj
1)j=1,...,d on S2. If d = 3, we get γ = 0, otherwise from

Proposition 2.4, there is a function with the asymptotic ∼ x−3/2γ(y) in the
null space of Pb thus i) is proved. As for iii), this is similar by using Green
formula on

∫
x>ε

(Pbθj)ϕ − (Pbϕ)θj and taking the limit as ε → 0 (which
gives 0). �
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5.6. The term G
−1/2
rb0

To see what G−1/2
rb0

should be, we consider the asymptotics of Gj
zf at rb0.

These are first (where we use (5.5))

G−2
zf =x′1/2

d∑
j=1

Πker P (xϕj)(z)a
j
1(y

′) + x′
3/2

N∑
l=0

Πker P (xϕl)(z)al
2(y

′)

+O(x′5/2 log x′)

G−1
zf =− x′

1/2
d∑

i,j=1

dijΠker P (xϕi)(z)b
j
1(y

′)− (4π)−1/2x′
−1/2

ψ(z)

+ x′
1/2
φ(y′)ψ(z) +O(x′3/2)

where φ ∈ E1 is the term in the expansion ψ(z) = (4πx)−1/2 + φ(y)x1/2 +
O(x3/2), and if there is no resonance

G0
zf = −1

2
x′
−3/2

d∑
j=1

Πker P (xϕj)(z)a
j
1(y

′)

+ x′
−1/2

(
x−1v0(z) +

N∑
j=0

Πker P (xϕj)(−
1
6
aj
2(y

′) + βj
0)
)

+O(x′1/2)

G1
zf =

1
3
x′
−5/2

d∑
l=1

Πker P (xϕl)(z)al
1(y

′)

− x′
−3/2

(
x−1v0(z)−

1
2

d∑
i,j=1

dijΠker P (xϕi)b
j
1(y

′)
)

+O(x′−1/2).

while if there is a resonance

G0
zf = −1

2
x′
−3/2

d∑
j=1

Πker P (xϕj)(z)a
j
1(y

′)

+ x′
−1/2

βx−1ϕ(z) + x−1η(z)− 1
6

N∑
j=0

Πker P (xϕj)a
j
2(y

′)

+O(x′1/2)

G1
zf =

1
3
x′
−5/2

d∑
j=1

Πker P (xϕj)(z)a
j
1(y

′)

− x′
−3/2

µψ(z)−
d∑

i,j=1

dijΠker P (xϕi)(
1
2
bj1(y

′)− βj
−1)

+O(x′−1/2).
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where µ ∈ C is defined from the expansion χ = − 1
2 (4π)−1/2x−3/2+µx−1/2+

O(x1/2) and η, β are defined in the construction of G0
zf from the expansion

(5.2) of Q̃b at rb0. We need to check that the coefficient of x′−1/2−j in
the expansion of Gj

zf agrees with the coefficient of κ′j+1/2 in the expansion
of G−1/2

rb0
, and finally βj

−1, β
j
0 come from the expansion of χj . Let W ∈

C∞([0, 1]) a function with support in [0, 1/2) which is equal to 1 near 0.
We set

G
−1/2
rb0

:= x−1v0(z)κ′K̃ 1
2
(κ′) +W (κ′)

N∑
j=1

βj
0Πker P (xϕj)

− κ′K̃ 3
2
(κ′)

3∑
i,j=1

dijΠker P (xϕi)(z)b
j
1(y

′) + κ′K̃ 5
2
(κ′)

N∑
l=0

Πker P (xϕl)al
2(y

′)

when ϕ ≡ 0 or

G
−1/2
rb0

:= −κ′3/2
W (κ′)

(
µψ(z) +

d∑
i,j=1

βj
−1dijΠker P (xϕj)

)

+ x−1(βϕ(z) + η(z))κ′K̃ 1
2
(κ′)− κ′K̃ 3

2
(κ′)

3∑
i,j=1

dijΠker P (xϕi)(z)b
j
1(y

′)

+ κ′K̃ 5
2
(κ′)

N∑
l=0

Πker P (xϕl)al
2(y

′)

if ϕ 6≡ 0. By construction, both satisfy these matching conditions with
Gi

zf, i = −2, . . . , 1. The matching G−1/2
rb0

↔ G−2
bf0 just involves the v0 term,

and only when there is no resonance. To conclude PG−
1
2

rb0
= 0 in both cases.

We define G−3/2
lb0

by symmetry with respect to the rb0 terms as before.

5.7. Resolvent

Let G(k) ∈ Ψ−2;(−2,0,0),G
k (M, Ω̃1/2

b ) be an operator consistent with all the
models we have defined above, and let E(k) = (P + k2)G(k)− Id. Then

E(k) ∈ Ψ−∞,E
k (M ; Ω̃1/2

b )

where E is an index family with Ebf0 > 1, Esc > 1, Erb0 > 1/2, Elb0 > 3/2
and Ezf > 2 and it also has empty index sets at the other faces. By Corollary
2.11 of Part I, the error term E(k) iterates away under Neumann iteration.
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The true resolvent is given by R(k) = G(k)(1+E(k))−1 and the compo-
sition result [5, Prop. 2.10] implies

Theorem 5.2. — If n = 3, (M, g) is asymptotically Euclidean with one
end, then

R(k) ∈ Ψ−2,(−2,0,0),R
k (M ; Ω̃1/2

b )

where where Rzf = −2 + R′, Rbf0 = −2 + R′, Rsc = 0, Rlb0 = Rrb0 =
−3/2 + R′, for some integral index set R′ > 0, the index sets at the other
faces being empty. Moreover, Rj

zf = Gj
zf for j = −2,−1, R−2

bf0 = G−2
bf0 ,

R
−3/2
rb0

= G
−3/2
rb0

, while R0
zf = G0

zf up to a symmetric finite rank term with
range in kerL2 P ⊕ Cψ where ψ is the resonant state.

5.8. Comparison with Jensen-Kato

In [7], Jensen-Kato compute the order −1 term of the resolvent (that is,
R−1

zf in our notation) for P = ∆R3 + V where ∆R3 is the Laplacian on flat
Euclidean space R3. Their result is (in operator notation)

(5.15) R−1
zf = Π0V G2VΠ0 + ψ̃ ⊗ ψ̃, G2(z, z′) =

1
24π

|z − z′|2.

Here we write ψ̃ for their canonical zero-resonance and Π0 for projection
onto the L2 null space of P . Let us verify that this agrees with our G−1

zf
defined in (5.13), in the case that M is flat R3 and the potential function
satisfies our conditions.

First we show that ψ̃ agrees with our ψ. Assuming, as Jensen-Kato do,
that V decays at infinity faster than x3, ψ̃ is characterized by the condition

Π0V G2V ψ̃ = 0.

We need to adapt their Lemma 2.6 as follows:

Lemma 5.3. — Suppose that u, v are both in xβL2 for some β > 5/2
and that v is orthogonal to 1. Then if G0(z, z′) = (4π|z − z′|)−1 is the
Green function of ∆R3 ,

〈u,G2v〉 = lim
R→∞

∫
B(0,R)

G0u ·G0v.

(In [7] both u and v are required to be orthogonal to 1, and the inner
product on the right is then well-defined without regularization.) Using this
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lemma we compute for any w ∈ kerL2 P

0 = 〈Π0V G2V ψ̃, w〉 = 〈V ψ̃,G2V w〉 = lim
R→∞

∫
B(0,R)

G0V ψ̃ ·G0V w

= lim
R→∞

∫
B(0,R)

ψ̃ · w.

This shows that ψ̃ is the same as our ψ. Thus it remains to show that the
first term in (5.15) agrees with the first term in (5.13).

So consider the operator Π0V G2VΠ0. This operator can be written
(5.16)

1
24π

∑
i,j

ψi ⊗ ψj

(∫
ψi(z)V (z)|z − z′|2V (z′)ψ(z′) dz dz′

)
=

1
24π

∑
i,j

ψi ⊗ ψj

(∫
ψi(z)V (z)(|z|2 − 2z · z′ + |z′|2)V (z′)ψj(z′) dz dz′

)
.

We change back to writing the eigenfunctions as functions rather than half-
densities, and use x for a smooth positive function on R3 equal to |z|−1

for |z| > 1. In this notation ψi ∼ x2
∑

j αija
j
1 (see (3.9)), and aj

1 = 0
for j > d + 1. Also recall that aj

1 is an eigenfunction on the sphere with
eigenvalue 2, hence

aj
1 =

∑
aj
1l

√
3
4π
xzl

in terms of the orthonormal basis
√

3/4πxzl of this eigenspace.
First we claim that the |z|2 and |z′|2 terms in (5.16) vanish. To see this

we observe that V ψj = −∆ψj since ψj is a zero-mode of P . Also, each
ψi = O(x2) and, by Theorem 2.2 is conormal at x = 0. Hence

∫
∆ψj = 0

since ∇ψj = O(x3) has sufficiently fast decay at infinity. We are therefore
left with the cross term involving z · z′ in (5.16).

Next we claim that if either i > d or j > d then the corresponding z · z′
term in (5.16) vanishes. It suffices to assume that j > d. Then, again using
V ψj = −∆ψj , ∫

z′k∆ψj =
∫

∆(z′kψj)− 2∇kψj vanishes.

We are left with terms where i, j 6 d and involving the cross term z · z′.
We may choose a coordinate system in which

∑
j αija

j
1 is a multiple of xz1.
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Then
(5.17) ∫

z′k∆ψj = lim
R→∞

∫
BR(0)

z′k∆ψj

= lim
R→∞

∫
BR(0)

∆(z′kψj)− 2∇kψj

= lim
R→∞

∫
∂BR(0)

−∂r

(
r(
zk

r
)
(∑

j

αija
j
1

√
3
4π

(
zi

r
)r−2 +O(r−3)

))
r2dω

− lim
R→∞

∫
∂BR(0)

2(
zk

r
)
((∑

j

αija
j
1

√
3
4π

(
zi

r
)r−2 +O(r−3)

))
dω

= −3

√
3
4π

∑
j

αija
j
1

∫
s2
zizkdω = −

√
12π

∑
j

αija
j
1δik.

We see from this that
1

12π

∫
∆ψi(z)z · z′∆ψj(z′) =

∑
l,m

αilαjm〈al
1, a

m
1 〉S2 .

In this form we see, using (3.10), (5.13) and the line below (5.12), that this
agrees with our G−1

zf = R−1
zf .

5.9. Unboundedness of Riesz transform on L2

We see from the results of this section that the term R−1
zf does not vanish

if either there is a zero resonance or a zero mode ψk ∼ x1/2|dgb|1/2 of P (i.e.
if m = 1 in the notation of Theorem 1.3). It follows that the integral (1.5)
defining P

−1/2
> does not converge, leading one to suspect that the Riesz

transform is not defined — even on L2. In fact, a simple direct argument
shows that this is the case. Suppose for simplicity that the pure point
spectrum of P is a single zero mode of P with asymptotic ψk ∼ x1/2|dgb|1/2.
For the Riesz transform to be bounded on L2 we require that there is a
constant C such that

〈df, df〉 6 C〈Pf, f〉
for all f ∈ H2(M) ∩ (1 − Π0)L2(M) (in this case 1 − Π0 = Π> is the
projection on the positive spectrum of P ). To simplify let us present the
argument when there is a single L2 zero mode ψk as above. Then (after
rotating coordinates) ψk ∼ z1/r

3 + O(r−3). Let χ be a cutoff function
supported in {1/4 < |z| < 2}, equal to 1 in {1/2 < |z| < 1}, and let φR :=
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R−1χ(z/R)z1/r. Then, as R→∞, ‖φR‖L2 ∼ R1/2, ‖dφR‖L2 ∼ R−1/2 and
〈φR, ψk〉 ∼ A for some constant A 6= 0. We have fR = φR − 〈φR, ψk〉ψk in
the range of (Id−Π0) and

〈dfR, dfR〉 ∼ |〈φR, ψk〉|2||dψk||2 ∼ A2||dψk||2 6= 0.

However,

〈PfR, fR〉 ∼ 〈PφR, fR〉 ∼ 〈PφR, φR〉 = O(R−1).

So no such constant C can exist. A similar argument with the zero-reso-
nance (taking φR = χ(r/R)r−1) gives the same result and the general case
works exactly the same way, using in addition that the eigenvectors corre-
sponding to negative spetrum are vanishing at all order at ∞ by Agmon
estimates [2].

The same arguments clearly works as well for the conic case investi-
gated in the next section and it shows that there exists a sequence fR ∈
Π>(L2(M)) and α(R) →∞ as R→∞ such that ||dfR||2 > α(R)〈PfR, fR〉,
as long as 1/2 < m < 3/2 in dimension n = 3, 0 < m < 1 in dimension
n = 4 and 0 6 m < 1/2 in dimension n = 5.

6. Resolvent in dimension 3: asymptotically conic
manifolds

It is interesting to see what happens in the three-dimensional case when
the manifold is asymptotically conic, rather than asymptotically Euclidean.
In this case there may be models at zf at non-integral orders between −2
and 0, i.e. nontrivial Rα

zf for −2 < α < 0, α 6= −1. Indeed, the fact that
there is a nonzero term R−1

zf at the particular order −1 in the previous
section is related to the precise value of the second eigenfunction of the
Laplacian on S2 with the standard metric, and is not at all typical in the
class of three-dimensional asymptotically conic manifolds.

Rather than attempt a comprehensive treatment, we consider only a
couple of very special cases. We give very few details and only indicate the
most interesting features of these examples.

6.1. One zero resonance and no zero modes

We assume that (M, g) is asymptotically conic and recall the set N∂ from
(2.3). Let us assume that P has one unique resonant state ψ at zero energy
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with asymptotic ψ(x, y) ∼ aν(y)xν−1|dgb|
1
2 for some ν ∈ [1/2, 1) ∩ N∂ ,

ε > 0 and aν ∈ Eν . In terms of the operator Pb, this means that Pb has a
unique L2

b (normalized) zero-mode ϕ = xψ with asymptotic

(6.1) ϕ(x, y) = aνx
ν +

∑
ν<νi6ν+2

xνiaνi(y) +O(xν+2+ε)

where aνi ∈ Eνi .
We choose G0

zf as in Section 5:

G0
zf = (xx′)−1

(
Qb + u⊗ ϕ+ ϕ⊗ u

)
where Qb is the generalized inverse of Pb, i.e. PbQb = Id−ϕ ⊗ ϕ and u ∈
x−ν−εL2

b is a function such that Pbu = ϕ. The existence of such a u with
asymptotic
(6.2)
u = b−ν x

−ν +
∑

1/26νi<ν

(b−νi
x−νi +b+νi

xνi)− aν

2ν
xν log x+

∑
ν<νi61

b+νi
xνi +O(x1+ε),

where the νi runs over the set N∂ and b±νi
∈ Eνi , is ensured by Theorem

2.1 and Theorem 2.2.
We define G−2

bf0 similarly to the Euclidean case with a resonance, that is
G−2

bf0 = κκ′Qbf0 where

Qbf0 =

[ ∞∑
j=0

ΠEj

(
Iνj

(κ)Kνj
(κ′)H(κ′ − κ) + Iνj (κ

′)Kνj (κ)H(κ− κ′)
)

+ cνaν(y)aν(y′)Kν(κ)Kν(κ′)

] ∣∣∣∣dκdydκ′dy′κκ′

∣∣∣∣ 12
where cν ∈ C is to be determined to get matching with G0

zf. Considering
the asymptotic expansion of G−2

bf0 at zf gives

(6.3) G−2
bf0 = Γ(ν)222ν−2(κκ′)1−νaν(y)aν(y′) + (κκ′)−1Iff(Qb)

+ cνaν(y)aν(y′)
Γ(ν)Γ(−ν)

4
(κ1−νκ′

1+ν + κ1+νκ′
1−ν) +O(ρ2+ε

zf ).

The cν term has to match with the (xx′)−1(u⊗ ϕ+ ϕ⊗ u) term of G0
zf. A

short computation proves that they match as long as cν = −2/(Γ(ν)Γ(1−
ν)||aν ||2). This will force a term at order −2ν to be added at zf. We set

G−2ν
zf := ψ ⊗ ψ

where ψ = 2ν− 1
2
√

Γ(ν)/Γ(1− ν)||aν ||−1x−1ϕ is chosen (up to sign) to
match with the (κκ′)1−ν term of (6.3). In other words, ψ is the unique
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function in the null space of P with asymptotic

ψ = 2ν− 1
2

√
Γ(ν)

Γ(1− ν)
xνφν(y) +O(xν+ε)

where φν is a function in Eν with L2(∂M) norm 1. Note that the order of
this term is −2ν ∈ [−1, 2) under our assumptions on ν.

These models can be completed to a parametrix G(k) with error term
that iterates away, showing that the resolvent is phg on M2

k,sc and that
R−2ν

zf = G−2ν
zf = ψ ⊗ ψ.

6.2. One zero mode and no zero resonance

The next example we consider is that P has one zero mode ψ(x, y) ∼
aν(y)xν−1 for some ν ∈ (1, 3/2], aν ∈ Eν . In terms of the operator Pb, this
means that Pb has a unique (up to sign) L2-normalized zero mode ϕ = xψ

with asymptotic

ϕ(x, y) = aνx
ν +

∑
ν<νi6ν+2

xνiaνi(y) +O(xν+2+ε)

where aνi ∈ Eνi . We may take ψ to be L2-normalized and write ψ = cx−1ϕ

for c := ||x−1ϕ||−1
L2 .

We follow the method of Section 5. We set the first term at zf to

G0
zf := (xx′)−1

(
Qb + χ⊗ ϕ+ ϕ⊗ χ

)
where Qb is the generalized inverse of Pb and χ ∈ xν−2−εL2

b is a function
such that Pbχ = x−1ψ⊥ where ψ⊥ := xϕ−〈xϕ, ψ〉ψ = xϕ− cψ (recall ψ =
cx−1ϕ is the L2 normalized eigenvector). We thus get PG0

zf = Id−ψ ⊗ ψ

and we set
G−2

zf := ψ ⊗ ψ, G−2
bf0 := κκ′Qbf0

where Qbf0 is given in (4.1).
The G−2

zf term requires a matching term at order ν − 3 at rb0 which we
take to be

Gν−3
rb0

= κ′K̃ν(κ′)caν(y′)ψ(z).

This in turn requires a term at order 2ν−2 at zf, from the κν term in Kν(κ)
as κ→ 0. To match this with Gν−3

bf0 , we note that there exists u ∈ x−ν−εL2
b

such that Pbu = ϕ and with asymptotic

u(x, y) = aν(y)x−νγ−1 +
∑

1/26νi61

γ+
νi

(y)xνi +O(x1+ε)
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with γ := −2ν||aν ||2L2(∂M) (we have used Proposition 2.4 so that the x−νi

powers do not show up for 1/2 6 νi < ν). Thus we have P (x−1u) = xϕ

and P (x−1(χ− u)) = ψ⊥ − xϕ = −cψ. Then we define

G2ν−2
zf := −γc2−2ν Γ(−ν)

Γ(ν)

(
x−1(χ− u))⊗ ψ + ψ ⊗ (x−1(χ− u))

)
G2ν−4

zf := −γc2 Γ(−ν)
Γ(ν)

2−2ν(ψ ⊗ ψ)

so that PG2ν−2
zf = −G2ν−4

zf and they match with the Gν−3
rb0

term at rb0∩ zf.
Following the same method used for the asymptotically Euclidean case

above, we can complete this to a parametrix so that the error term iterates
away, and we find that the resolvent is again polyhomogeneous, with Rj

zf =
Gj

zf for j = −2, 2ν − 4.

6.3. A limiting case

We have not discussed what happens in the case ν = 1. This corresponds
to a zero-resonance that fails only logarithmically to be square-integrable.
In Section 6.1 we saw that for ν ∈ [1/2, 1) there is a nonzero term R−2ν

zf ,
but with a coefficient Γ(1 − ν)−1 that vanishes at ν = 1, so it is not
clear what to expect at ν = 1. (We can also note that the simple bound
‖R(k)‖L2→L2 6 k−2 valid near k = 0 prevents any behaviour more singular
than k−2 in the kernel of R(k) as k → 0, while a term at order k−2 can
only be expected if there is an atom in the spectral measure at k = 0.)

What happens is that the resolvent becomes non-polyhomogeneous in
this case and there is a term of order k−2(log k)−1 in the expansion of
the resolvent at zf. Even though the resolvent in this case fails to be non-
polyhomogeneous, the polyhomogeneous calculus can be used to construct
a weak parametrix with a O(1/ log k) error term. Rather than do this here,
instead we move to the four-dimensional case since the same phenomenon
occurs there in the asymptotically Euclidean situation, which is perhaps of
greater interest and importance. This is the topic of the following section.

7. Resolvent in dimension 4 with a zero-resonance -
asymptotically Euclidean case

Assume now that (M, g) is four-dimensional and asymptotically Eu-
clidean. To simplify the exposition, we assume (1.6) as before. As mentioned
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above, this case is a special case in which the resonance only fails logarith-
mically to be square-integrable, and this leads to non-polyhomogeneous
behaviour of the resolvent. Our strategy is to find a polyhomogeneous ker-
nel G(k) on M2

k,sc such that

(P + k2)G(k) = log k · Id+E(k)

for some polyhomogeneous function E(k) which is the integral kernel of
a compact operator uniformly down to k = 0, with L2 → L2 opera-
tor norm uniformly bounded. This means that Id+E(k)/ log k can be in-
verted using the Neumann series for small k, and this yields the resolvent
(G(k)/ log k)(Id+E(k)/ log k)−1 which we see has an expansion in powers
of 1/ log k (in the interior of zf, say).

To avoid problems coming from the nature of the function log k near bf0∩
zf, we will now switch to use the boundary defining function κ′ = k/x′ for zf,
and x′ for bf0 (at least outside bf0∩rb0) and for rb0, both of which commute
with P . Following our previous notations, we shall denote by Gi,j

f the term
defined on the face f which corresponds to the ρi

f log(ρf)j coefficient in
the asymptotic expansion at the face f, where ρf is the previously fixed
boundary defining function of the interior of the face f.

7.1. Diagonal and scattering face terms

The diagonal singularity of G(k) is encoded in a symbolic term which
is the symbolic inverse of log(k)σ(P + k2) and the leading term at the
scattering face sc is the inverse of log(k)(∆+k2) where ∆ is the flat laplacian
on the fibers of sc induced by ∆g.

7.2. Terms G0,1
zf , G0

zf

A resonant state ψ correspond to an L2
b normalized element ϕ ∈ kerPb

in L2
b(M) \ xεL2

b(M) (ε > 0 small) by the relation ψ ∈ Cx−1ϕ, it has
asymptotic ϕ = ax+O(x2) for some a ∈ C. We follow the method applied
for n = 3 and thus we will only give few details. There is a generalized
inverse Qb for Pb such that

PbQb = Id− ϕ⊗ ϕ.

By Theorem 2.1, there exists u ∈ x−1−εL2
b such that Pbu = ϕ and with

asymptotics
u = bx−1 − a

2
x log x+O(x2)
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for some b, c ∈ C satisfying ab = −(2vol(S3))−1 from Green’s formula
applied to

1 = lim
ε→0

∫
M∩{x>ε}

〈Pbu, ϕ〉 − 〈u, Pbϕ〉.

We set
G0,1

zf = (xx′)−1(Qb + u⊗ ϕ+ ϕ⊗ u)

so that PG0,1
zf = Id on zf. Note that Iff(Qb), the restriction of Qb to ff ≡

zf ∩ bf0, is given by (3.5) with n = 4. Like the case n = 3 in (5.2), we have
the asymptotic at the right boundary

(7.1) (xx′)−1(Qb + u⊗ ϕ+ ϕ⊗ u) = bx′
−2
ϕ(z) + βϕ(z) +O(x′)

for some β ∈ C. At bf0 ∩ zf, we have

(7.2) G0,1
zf = (xx′)−1Iff(Qb)−

x−2 + x′
−2

2Vol(S3)
+O(ρ−1

bf0 log2(ρbf0)).

We shall also define (the tilde indicates that it will be corrected below)

G̃0
zf = log(x′)(xx′)−1(Qb + u⊗ ϕ+ ϕ⊗ u).

which satisfies PG̃0
zf = log(x′)Id. Note that P (log(κ′)G0,1

zf +G0
zf) = log(k)Id

since log κ′ + log x′ = log k, moreover the same argument shows that
G0,1

zf , G
0
zf match with the diagonal singularity term.

7.3. Term G−2,1
bf0

and G−2
bf0

With this new boundary defining function for bf0, we write P + k2 =
x′

2
κPbf0κ

−1 and thus we set G−2,1
bf0 = κ

κ′Qbf0 where

Qbf0 =
∞∑

j=0

ΠEj (y, y
′)
(
I1+j(κ)K1+j(κ′)H(κ′ − κ) + I1+j(κ′)K1+j(κ)H(κ− κ′)

)
.

The term log(x′)x′−2
G−2,1

zf matches with the log(x)(xx′)−1Qb part of G̃0
zf

and certainly match with log(κ′)G0,1
zf at zf ∩ bf0. We can not add a finite

rank term K1(κ)K1(κ′) to G−2,1
bf0 like we did for the case n = 3 to match

G0
zf since this would imply a term of order ρ−2,1

zf at zf to be added, and
then we would not be able to end the construction of a parametrix with
a sufficient error. However we can instead put a term of order ρ−2

bf0 at bf0
that we call G−2

bf0 , we define it by

G−2
bf0 := log(κ′)

κ

κ′
Qbf0 + c0

κ

κ′
K1(κ)K1(κ′)
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for some c0 ∈ C and we get Ibf0(x
′−2(P + k2))G−2

bf0 = log(κ′)Id. Using the
asymptotic

K1(z) = z−1 +
1
2
z log z + αz +O(z3 log z), α := −2 log(2) + 1− 2γ

4
at z = 0 with γ Euler’s constant, we find
(7.3)

G−2
bf0 = c0κ

′−2+log(κ′)
(c0

2
(t2+1)+tQbf0

)
+c0

(
α(1+t2)+

t2

2
log(t)

)
+O(ρzf)

where t := κ/κ′ = x′/x is smooth and non vanishing outside rb0, lb0 but
near zf∩bf0. The term of order x′−2 log(κ′) matches with the vol(S3) term
of log(κ′)G0,1

zf if and only if c0 = −1/vol(S3) = 2ab. The consistency of
these two terms with the diagonal singularity is again straightforward.

7.4. Term G−2
zf

The most singular term of the asymptotic (7.3) at zf forces to add a term
of order κ′−2 at zf, we call it G−2

zf and define it by

G−2
zf = −ψ ⊗ ψ

x′2
, with ψ ∈ C(x−1ϕ), such that ψ ∼

√
1

vol(S3)
.

(Recall that now we are using κ′, not k, as the boundary defining function
for zf.) Note that κ′−2

G−2
zf certainly matches with κ′

−2 log(κ′)G−2,1
bf0 and

x′
−2
G−2

bf0 ; moreover it solves PG−2
zf = 0 at zf.

7.5. Term G0
zf corrected

We need to correct G0
zf so that it matches with the bf0 terms. We just

set

G0
zf := log(x′)(xx′)−1(Qb + u⊗ ϕ+ ϕ⊗ u) + (θ ⊗ ψ + ψ ⊗ θ)

where θ is chosen to be a polyhomogeneous function satisfying

θ =
x−2 log x

2
√

vol(S3)
−

√
1

vol(S3)
αx−2 +O(x).

A short computation shows that G0
zf matches with the bf0 terms and

PG0
zf = log(x′)Id + (Pθ)⊗ ψ.
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Remark 7.1. — In principle, to improve the parametrix and get a better
error term at zf, it would be necessary to have Pθ = ψ so that PG0

zf =
(log x′)Id − k2κ′

−2
G−2

zf . Using the Theorem 2.1, we can find a function
v ∈ x−1−εL2

b such that Pbv = x−1ψ, or equivalently P (x−1v) = ψ and
one can check that v satisfies the asymptotic v = 1

2
√

Vol(S3)
x−1 log x +

µx−1 + O(x log x) for some µ ∈ C. However we are not able to prove that
µ = −α/

√
Vol(S3) in order to take θ := x−1v, and we believe that this

actually does not hold in general. Notice in addition that Green’s formula
applied to

∫
x>ε

P (x−1v)ψ shows that

(7.4) ||ψ||2fp := fpε→0

∫
x>ε

|ψ|2 =
1
2
− µ

√
Vol(S3)

where fp means finite part (i.e. we keep the ε0 coefficient in the asymptotic
expansion at ε→ 0).

7.6. Terms at rb0

We first set
G−2

rb0
:= −κ′−1

K1(κ′)x−1ϕ(z)

which matches with the 3 zf terms using (7.1). There is a term at order −1
at rb0 coming from the second asymptotic term in the expansion of ψ in
G−2

zf : writing

ψ = 1/
√

Vol(S3) + φ1(y)x+O(x2 log x)

for some φ1 ∈ E1 (recall Ej = ker(∆S3 − 3)), we set

G−1
rb0

:=
1
2
K2(κ′)φ1(y′)ψ(z)

Then using again (7.1) we see that the term

G0,1
rb0

:= βx−1ϕ(z)κ′K1(κ′)

matches with the zf terms. Notice that the 3 terms at rb0 solve PG∗rb0
= 0

and are consistent with the bf0 terms.

7.7. Term at lb0

Here we may use again the function k as a defining function for lb0, then
we set

G−2
lb0

:= −κK1(κ)x′
−1
ϕ(z′).

Notice that G−2
lb0

solves the model equations at the lb0 face.
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7.8. Resolvent

One can construct an operator

G(k) ∈ log k ·Ψ−2;(−2,−2,0),G
k (M, Ω̃1/2

b ) + Ψ−2;(−2,−2,0),G
k (M, Ω̃1/2

b )

consistent with all the models we have defined above, where G is an index
set such that

Gsc = 0, Gbf0 ⊂ (−2, 0) + G′, Gzf ⊂ −2 + G′, Grb0 = Glb0 = −2 + G′

where G′ > 0 is some integral index set (including log terms). The error
defined by E(k) = −(P + k2)G(k) + (log k)Id is in Ψ−∞,E

k where E is an
index set (integral except log terms) such that for any ε > 0

(7.5) Ezf > 0, Ebf0 > 1− ε, Erb0 > 0, Elb0 > 1, Esc > 1

with the empty set at the other faces.
We can now state a result concerning the expansion of the resolvent as

k → 0 in two different senses:

Theorem 7.2. — Assume that n = 4, that M is asymptotically Eu-
clidean, and that kerL2 P = 0 but P has a zero-resonance ψ at 0 normalized
as above. Let R(k) denote the resolvent (P + k2)−1 of P .

(i) The kernel k2R(k) has an expansion

(7.6) k2R(k) =
∞∑

j=0

(log k)−jRj(k),

with Rj(k) in the calculus:
(7.7)

Rj(k) ∈ Ψ−2;(0,0,0),Rj

k (M, Ω̃1/2
b ),

Rj
sc = N0, R

j
zf ⊂ (0, 0) ∪ R′

j
, R

j
rb0
,Rj

lb0
⊂ R′

j
, R

j
bf0 = (0, 0) ∪ R′

j

for some index set R′
j
> 1 − ε for any ε > 0. The terms in the series

are eventually bounded operators on L2, uniformly in k, and the series
converges in the norm L∞([0, k0]; ‖ · ‖L2→L2) for sufficiently small k0 > 0.

(ii) In addition, for any compact setK of {(z, z′) ∈M◦×M◦, z 6= z′}, and
for any N ∈ N, ε > 0 the kernel k2R(k; z, z′) of k2R(k) has an expansion
of the form

(7.8) k2R(k; z, z′) =
N∑

`=0

∞∑
j=−J(`)

R`,j(z, z′)k`(log k)−j+

+O(kN (log k)J(N+1)), (z, z′) ∈ K
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for some J : N → N and R`,j ∈ C∞(K), which converges in L∞([0, k0];
C∞(K)). The kernels R0,j satisfy R0,j = 0 for j 6 0 and

R0,j(z, z′) = (−1)jωj−1ψ(z)ψ(z′)

for j > 0, where the real number ω is given by (7.10).

Proof. — Let us define E′(k) := E(k)/ log k. We first prove that, for
j > n/2 + 1, E′(k)j is a uniformly bounded (down to k = 0) family of
Hilbert-Schmidt operators with norm converging to 0 as k → 0. In view
of (7.5) and the composition theorem (Proposition 2.10 of Part I [5]), the
kernel Ej(k; z, z′) of E(k)j is bounded by

(7.9) |Ej(k; z, z′)| 6 Cx1−ε
( x′

x′ + k

)
|dgbdg

′
b|1/2

where C is uniform in k ∈ (0, 1): indeed E(k)j is an operator in Ψ−∞,Ej

k for
some index set Ej satisfying same bounds as in (7.5) but with Ej

sc > n/2 in
addition. (See Definition 2.7 of Part I for why we need the vanishing factor
of order > n/2 at sc.) We consider the L2 norm of the kernel of Ej(k, z, z′)
on M2: let us fix k, then in the region k > x′ we have (it suffices to work
in x, x′ ∈ (0, 1))∫

S3

∫
S3

∫ 1

0

∫ k

0

∣∣∣Ej(k; z, z′)
∣∣∣2 dx′
x′

dx

x
dydy′ 6 C ′

∫ 1

0

( x′

x′ + 1

)2 dx′

x′
6 C ′′

where C ′, C ′′ are constants. It remains to treat the part x′ > k. Then we
remark that | log k|−1 < | log x′|−1 and

|Ej(k; z, z′)(log k)−1| 6 C| log k|−1/3x1−ε| log x′|−2/3

which is in L2
b(M × M) with L2 norm bounded by | log k|−1/3 (this is

because | log x′|−1−ε ∈ L1((0, 1/2), dx′/x′) for any ε > 0). By iterating
this, it follows that ‖E′(k)j‖L2→L2 is bounded by ACj(log k)−j/3 for some
A > 0 and for all j > n, where C is independent of j.

We can apply similar reasoning to the kernel k2G(k)/ log k ◦ E′(k)j

for a fixed j > n/2 + 2. Write G(k) = G1(k) + G2(k), with Gi(k) ∈
Ψ−2;(−2,0,0),G

k (M ; Ω̃1/2
b ). Then using the composition formulae, k2Gi(k) ◦

E(k)j is in the calculus with index sets > 0 at zf, bf0, lb0, rb0 and > n/2+2
at sc. Instead of (7.9) we can bound the kernel by( x′

x′ + k

)( x

x+ k

)
|dgbdg

′
b|1/2

(since the kernel, as a multiple of |dgbdg
′
b|1/2, vanishes to at least second

order at sc, and to any order at lb, rb,bf). Using similar reasoning we
deduce a bound | log k|4/3 on the L2 norm of this kernel. But we have
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an extra factor (log k)−j in k2G(k)/ log k ◦ E′(k)j which yields a uniform
bounds for ‖k2G(k)/ log k ◦E′(k)j‖L2→L2 for any j > n/2 + 2. Combining
these results we see that the series (7.6) is convergent in operator norm,
proving the first part of the theorem.

To prove the second part, we use the fact that the L∞ norm of the
kernel of an operator coincides with the L1 → L∞ operator norm. With
a similar argument to that above, we deduce that ‖E′(k)j‖L2→L∞ and
‖k2G(k)/ log k◦E′(k)j‖L1→L2 are bounded uniformly in k for any j > n/2.
(These are strictly weaker results since we only need the L2L∞ norm on the
kernel instead of the L2L2 norm, and we already know from the calculus
that these operators have bounded kernels.) Composing these inequalities
with ‖E′(k)j‖L2→L2 6 ACj(log k)−j/3, we conclude that the L∞ norm of
the kernel of k2G(k)E′(k)j/ log k is bounded by ACj(log k)−j/3 for large
j and therefore the series (7.8) converges in L∞ for k small. Moreover,
the same estimates hold if we apply arbitrary smooth differential opera-
tors on K to the kernel of G(k)E′(k)j , so we get convergence of (7.8) in
L∞([0, k0];Cs(K)) for all s.

To compute the terms of order k−2(log k)−j in the expansion of R(k) at
zf, we notice that, at zf,

G(k) =
G−2

zf
k2 log k

+O(1), E(k)j = (E0
zf +O(k))j = (E0

zf)
j +O(k)

where E0
zf := PG0

zf + k2G−2
zf = (Pθ − ψ)⊗ ψ is the term of order k0 in the

expansion of E(k) at zf. Thus the composition G−2
zf (E0

zf)
j is the coefficient

of order k−2(log k)−j−1 of R(k) at zf, and it is exactly

−
(
〈ψ, Pθ − ψ〉

)j
ψ ⊗ ψ.

Now the constant ω := 〈ψ, Pθ − ψ〉 can be computed through Green’s
formula on balls {x > ε} and taking the limit ε→ 0, this gives

(7.10) ω =
1
2

+ α− ||ψ||2fp = −2 log(2)− 1− γ

4
− ||ψ||2fp.

This completes the proof of the theorem. �

Note that, using Remark 7.1, this constant ω vanishes if and only if
θ−x−1v ∈ Cψ where v is the unique function (modulo C(x−1ψ)) such that
Pbv = x−1ψ.

8. Riesz transform

In this section we prove Theorem 1.3. We begin with a preparatory
lemma.
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8.1. A computation

Let us define the function for ν > 1/2

F (κ) := κνKν(κ)

which is smooth on (0,∞), with F (0) = −2ν−1Γ(ν) and F (κ) = F (0) +
O(κ2) +O(κ2ν) as κ→ 0.

Lemma 8.1. — We have the identity for ν > 1∫ ∞

0

κ−2(F (κ)− F (0))dκ =
2νπ

1
2 Γ(ν + 1

2 )
−2ν + 1

Proof. — We first have by integration by parts for ε > 0 small

(8.1)
∫ ∞

ε

κ−2(F (κ)− F (0))dκ = ε−1(F (ε)− F (0)) +
∫ ∞

ε

κ−1∂κF (κ)dκ

but since zνKν(z) = cνFt→z((1 + t2)−ν− 1
2 ) with cν := Γ(ν + 1

2 )2ν−1π−
1
2

we get by another integration by parts

∂κF (κ)
κ

= −icν
∫

R

e−iκt

κ
t(1+t2)−ν− 1

2 dt =
cν

−2ν + 1

∫
R
e−iκt(1+t2)−ν+ 1

2 dt.

Using that formula and making ε→ 0 in (8.1) yields∫ ∞

0

κ−2(F (κ)− F (0))dκ = ∂κF (0) +
2πcν

−2ν + 1

which proves the lemma since ∂kF (0) = 0. �

8.2. Proof of Theorem 1.3

In this section, we follow essentially the Section 5.2 of Part I [5]. First
recall from the Introduction that the Riesz transform T is defined by T =
d ◦ (P>)−1/2, or equivalently (when it is defined on L2)

(8.2) T =
2
π
d

∫ ∞

0

R(k)Π> dk

where Π> is the spectral projection onto (0,∞) for the operator P . We
shall also use Π0 to denote the projection onto the zero eigenspace. By the
arguments of Part I, Sec. 5.2, we just have to study Lp boundedness of

(8.3)
2
π
d

∫ k0

0

χ(k)R(k)
(

Id−Π0

)
dk.

for some small k0 > 0 where χ(k) is a smooth function with value 1 near k =
0 and supported on [0, k0] (recall that in Part I we have first decomposed
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the integral near and away from k = 0, then analyzed the part [k0,∞)
and dealt with the part R(k)Π< where Π< is the projector onto the part
correponding to the negative spectrum).

Rather than study (8.3) directly, we subtract off the free resolvent kernel,
and consider

(8.4)
2
π
d

∫ k0

0

χ(k)
(
R(k)

(
Id−Π0

)
− φR0(k)φ

)
dk.

First consider the Π0 term, χ(k)R(k)Π0 = χ(k)k−2Π0. This term does
not lie in the calculus since it is not rapidly vanishing at lb, rb or bf. To
deal with this we introduce the function χ((x + x′)k/xx′), where χ is as
above, which is supported away from these boundary faces. Then k−2χ((x+
x′)k/xx′)Π0 lies in the calculus. On the other hand, the remaining part
k−2(1− χ((x+ x′)k/xx′)Π0 can be treated directly: we have

2
π
d

∫ k0

0

χ(k)k−2(1− χ((x+ x′)k/xx′) dk 6 C
x+ x′

xx′
.

So consider the kernel (x+ x′)/xx′Π0 on M2. Let s = x/x′. With respect
to the scattering (Riemannian) half-density |dgdg′|1/2 on M2, Π0 decays
as (xx′)n−2+m′

. We can write the kernel d
(
(x + x′)/xx′Π0

)
as A1 + A2

where A1 is supported in s > 1 and A2 is supported in s 6 1. Notice
that acting with d on the left factor yields an extra decay factor of x.
So A1 is bounded pointwise by x′2n−4+2m′

sn−1+m′
= x′

n+δ
sα+δ with δ =

n−4+2m′, α = 3−m′. Notice that δ > 0 by our assumptions on m′ relative
to n. The argument in the proof of Proposition 5.1 of Part I then shows
that A1 is bounded on Lp for p < n/α. Similarly, A2 has kernel bounded
by x2n−4+2m′

s−(n−2+m′) = xn+δs−(β+δ), β = 2−m′ and is bounded on Lp

for p > n/(n− β). Therefore the kernel A1 +A2 satisfies the conditions of
the theorem.

We return to (8.4), replacing R(k)Π0 with k−2χ((x + x′)k/xx′)Π0 as
allowed by the discussion above. By Theorem 4.1 (or Theorem 3.4 in the
asymptotically Euclidean case), R(k) is in the calculus with pseudodiffer-
ential order −2 and with index sets −2 at zf, n/2− 4 +m′ at rb0 and lb0,
−2 at bf0, 0 at sc and trivial at all other boundary hypersurfaces. Also,
we have just seen that χ((x + x′)k/xx′)k−2Π0 is in the calculus; it has
pseudodifferential order −∞ and index sets −2 at zf, n/2− 4 +m′ at rb0

and lb0, n− 6+2m′ at bf0 and trivial at all other boundary hypersurfaces.
Of course, the Π0 term is chosen precisely to cancel the leading order be-
haviour of R(k) at zf, and by Theorem 4.1, the leading behaviour of the
difference R(k)−χ((x+x′)k/xx′)k−2Π0 is at order > −1. Notice also that,
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with our assumptions on m′ relative to n, n − 6 + 2m′ > −1 and so the
leading behaviour of R(k)−χ((x+x′)k/xx′)k−2Π0 is equal to that of R(k),
at order −2, with the next term at order −1.

Now we bring in the kernel φR0(k)φ. This is in the calculus with pseu-
dodifferential order −2 and with similar index sets (actually, better at lb0

and rb0 if m < 2). The point of subtracting φR0(k)φ is that it cancels the
leading behaviour of R(k)−χ((x+x′)k/xx′)k−2Π0 at bf0 and at sc, so that
R(k) − χ((x + x′)k/xx′)k−2Π0 − φR0(k)φ has leading behaviour at order
> −1 at bf0 and > 1 at sc.

Now we apply d =
∑

i dzi⊗∂zi on the left. Vector fields ∂zi of finite length
on M lift from the left factor to have the form ρbf0ρlb0ρlbρbf times a vector
field tangent to the boundary of M2

k,sc. Therefore d increases the order of
vanishing to n/2− 3 +m′ at lb0 and to 0 at bf0 and leaves the others fixed
(and also increases the pseudodifferential order to −1). We can now apply
Proposition 5.1 of [5], with α = 3−m′ and β = 2−m′, to deduce that (8.4)
is bounded for the stated range. Combined with the earlier results about
the integral for large k, we have proved that T −φT0φ is bounded on Lp for
the stated range, where T0 is the classical Riesz transform on the exact cone
(with respect to ∆0). However, it is shown in [8] that T0 is bounded on Lp

for 1 < p < ∞ (this is of course classical in the asymptotically Euclidean
case where T0 is the Riesz transform on Rn), so we conclude that T itself
is bounded on Lp for the stated range.

Finally we prove that the range of p is sharp. For simplicity we shall
do this first in the case that m′ < 2. In this case we can write the resol-
vent kernel near the right boundary (now as a multiple of the scattering
half-density rather than the b-half density, which gives an extra factor of
(xx′)n/2) as

R(k) = x′
n
2 k

n
2−4+m′

κ′K̃n
2−1+m′(κ′)xn/2−1

N∑
j=0

bjν
m̃

(y′)ϕj(z)

= x′
n−4+m′

κ′
n
2−4+m′

κ′K̃n
2−1+m′(κ′)xn/2−1

N∑
j=0

bjν
m̃

(y′)ϕj(z)

modulo O(ρn−3+m′

rb0
log ρrb0), with bν

m̃
some non-zero function on ∂M in

Eν
m̃

. So we have

dR(k)− dk−2Π0 = x′
n−4+m′(

κ′
n
2−3+m′

K̃n
2−1+m′(κ′)− κ−2

)
×

N∑
j=0

bjν
m̃

(y′)d(xn/2−1ϕj(z)) +O(x′n−3+m′

log x′)
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(since d acts in the left variable z here). Integrating in k, we change variable
to κ′ = k/x′ (which gives us an extra power of x′) and obtain

x′
n−3+m′

∫ ∞

0

(
κ′

n
2−3+m′

K̃n
2−1+m′(κ′)− κ−2

)
dκ′

N∑
j=0

bjν
m̃

(y′)d(xn/2−1ϕj(z))

for the leading asymptotic of T at x′ = 0. Since xn/2−1ϕj(z) is not constant,
d(xn/2−1ϕj(z)) is not identically zero. Moreover, by Lemma 8.1, the κ′

integral does not vanish. Hence T = a(z, y′)x′n−3+m′
+ O(x′n−2+m′

) at
x′ = 0 where a does not vanish. It follows immediately that the upper
threshold for p is sharp. A similar analysis at the left boundary shows that
T = b(y, z′)xn−2+m′

+ O(xn−1+m′
) as x → 0 where b does not vanish,

showing that the lower threshold is also sharp.
For m′ = 2 we have only to verify that the extra term in (4.3) does not

cancel the first term after integration in κ′. But this is straightforward since
the two terms have different asymptotics as x→ 0.

This completes the proof of the theorem.
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